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1. ABSTRACT 

  In today‘s world, everyone is busy in their own life that people rarely take care of 

using resources effectively. We know gas is a useful component in environment. Some gases 

do not cause any harm if emitted in excess amount but some do. Gas like LPG is used 

household purpose for cooking food. Not only in household purpose but also in hotels, 

restaurants, hospitals, etc. where there is human interaction. Also we can see CNG operated 

vehicles. If there is any amount of leakage of these type gases it can cause a huge loss to life 

and property. So what if we get a way to reduce or abandon the chances of this loss. 

 A Smoke detector is a fire protection device that automatically detects smoke/gases and 

also gives us warning to be aware of it, with some protection system to handle the situation. 

Many fire accidents occur in our surrounding due to absence of human in right place at the 

right time. That is the importance of the project, it can minimize such accidents. Thus it got 

immense importance in our practical Life. 

The impact of smoke alarms on the reduction in fire related deaths are discussed. The 

arrival and use of domestic heat alarms can serve to increase the level of protection in 

dwellings. Various types of smoke detectors include: ionization chamber detector, optical 

smoke detector, domestic heat alarms and carbon monoxide detectors. It is suggested that 

mains-powered products must be installed by knowledgeable electricians that help ensure that 

they will be correctly located in accordance with regulations. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 When there is a fire a lot of gas particles are produced. The sensor detects these and 

turns the electricity supply on. It can be used to detect the presence of carbon 

monoxide gas (CO). ... The sensor detects the gas and the alarm is set off. Fire hazards are 

not uncommon. In order to avoid damage from fire accidents, smoke detectors are installed at 

high-security places. These smoke detectors detect smoke as the fire breakout and invoke an 

early alarm. This way, before the fire spreads to other parts of the building, people can be 

evacuated and countermeasures can be done immediately. In this project also a smoke 

detector has been designed 

The smoke detector developed in this project not only invokes an alarm but also 

activates an exhaust fan so that smoke could be removed with immediate action. For the 

demonstration purpose instead of the actual exhaust fan. The concentration of smoke is 

detected by the MQ-2 sensor and displayed on and display. When the concentration of smoke 

reaches a dangerous level that can be an indication of a fire breakout, a alarm indicator is 

activated. 

The project is built on Arduino Pro Mini and MQ-135 gas sensor is used to detect 

smoke. The MQ135gas sensor detects the concentration of gas in ppm and outputs analog 

value which can be converted to digital measure using inbuilt Analog to Digital Convertor of 

Arduino. The value of the digital measure will be 10-bit long and varies from 0 to 1023. The 

project allows the user to set the dangerous level for leakage based on the same digital 

measure. When the value set by the user matches with that of the value detected by the 

sensor, it invokes the alarm. The MQ135 sensor can be calibrated by interfacing a load 

resistance of fixed value with the sensor.  

Smoke detectors are amazing inventions, because of the protection they provide to 

countless families. Smoke detectors save thousands of lives each year. There are two main 

types of smoke detectors, the photoelectric detector and the ionization detector. All smoke 

detectors have two basic parts: a sensor and a very loud electronic horn. The sensor senses 

smoke and the horn awakens people. 

2.1 Introduction to the Internet of Things 

  The Internet of Things (IoT) is a new, but at the same time an old term. It was 

already mentioned by Kevin Ashton in 1999, while holding a presentation at Proctor & 

Gamble. He used the term to link the idea of radio frequency identification (RFID) to the then 

new topic Internet. Since then the use of this term has blossomed and major companies 
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predicted an increase in IoT. One prediction is that the number of connected things in the 

world will have a thirtyfold increase between 2009 and 2020, thus by 2020 there will be 26 

billion things that are connected to the Internet. The reason IoT has become so huge depends 

partly on two things: Moore‘s law and Koomey‘s law. Moore‘s law states that the number of 

transistors on a chip doubles approximately every two years. This has enabled people to 

develop more powerful computers on the same sized chip. Intel, a well-known semiconductor 

chip maker had during 1971, 2300 transistors on a processor and by 2012 their current 

processors contained 1.4 billion transistors. This is an increase of approximately 610 000 % 

and it is expect that this trend will continue.  

  Koomey‘s law explains that the number of computations per kilowatt-hour 

roughly doubles every one and a half years. Kevin Ashton states that these two laws have 

together enabled us to create powerful and energy efficient computers. By turning the graph 

for Moore‘s law upside down it can be interpreted as the size of a computer (of a fixed 

capacity) is halved every two years. Doing the same thing to Koomey‘s law can be 

interpreted as the amount of energy needed to perform a computation is dropping at a rapid 

rate. Combining these interpretations tells us that we can perform the same amount of 

computations on increasingly a smaller chip, while consuming decreasing amounts of energy 

- hence computations are becoming more energy efficient. The potential result is a small, 

powerful, and energy efficient computer which enables us to provide more advanced services 

using less chip area and at a lower energy that what has been possible before.  

    Defining the term IoT can be somewhat difficult because it has many 

definitions depending on who is defining the term. The basic concept of IoT is to connect 

things together, thus enabling these ―things‖ to communicate with each other and enabling 

people to communicate with them]. What these things are varies depending on which context 

the term is used and the aim of using the thing. In this thesis we have chosen to follow the 

definition of IoT proposed by ITU‘s Telecommunication Standardization Sector (a United 

Nations agency which specializes in ICT): ―… a global infrastructure for the information 

society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on 

existing and evolving interoperable information and communication technologies‖. 

Interconnecting the physical world with the virtual world and applying this concept to all 

things opens up new possibilities in the sense of being able to at any time access anything 

from any place. Providing new possibilities will also generate new threats, security risks, and 

expose vulnerabilities in the unexplored world of interconnected everything. ―Things‖ in the 

physical world are objects that physically exist and from the perspective of IoT we are able to 
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sense, operate, and connect to these things, while in the virtual world ―things‖ are objects that 

can be stored, accessed, and processed.  

 IoT involves sensors in order to collect information. Sensors are already being used in 

daily life, however most people may not realize it. Smartphone‘s contain different kind of 

sensors, such as accelerometers, cameras, and GPS receivers. Built-in sensors are nothing 

new in today‘s society. Kevin Ashton said that IoT is already happening, but we might not 

see it compared to Smartphone‘s which can both be seen and touched. RFID is such an IoT-

technology that exists but is not necessarily seen; so the development of IoT might progress a 

long way before it is visible for everyone.  

 2.2 Background for the Internet of Things 
The most vital part of achieving IoT is communication, because in order to 

interconnect different devices they must be able to communicate. All other properties, such as 

sensing, maneuvering, being able to capture, store, and process data are unnecessary; unless 

your device specifically requires one of these properties. However, the ability to 

communicate is essential when labeling a device as an IoT device. How this communication 

is performed is less important, since the actual physical and link layer communication within 

IoT can be realized in many ways.  

 

Shows that devices are not always required to communicate through a communication 

network. For example, if two devices are close to each other it might be simpler to directly 

communicate via for example radio using technologies such as Bluetooth or ZigBee 

(protocols which both enable direct communication). In contrast, in Case a in Figure 1—1 a 

device might communicate via a gateway using one protocol (such a IPv6 over Low power 

Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN)) and then the gateway could communicate 
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using another protocol (e.g. IPv4) over a communication network such as the Internet. Case B 

in Figure 1—1 illustrates two devices which are directly communicating with one another 

without requiring a gateway where both devices are directly connected to the communication 

network and thus are able to communicate even if they are located in different places.  

A physical thing can be mapped into the information world via one or more virtual things, 

while virtual things do not necessarily need to be associated with any physical thing and can exist 

independently of any physical existence. For example, a physical thing might execute multiple 

applications and thereby have multiple identities in the virtual world. Similarly a virtual thing might 

also have many identities in the virtual world. For example, a virtual thing could be a video (file) on a 

USB-drive. Such a file might have multiple file names that refer to it and it might even have multiple 

instances (copies), potentially these ―copies‖ might have different encodings, resolutions, etc. 

2.3 Characteristics of the Internet of Things 

Characteristics Description 

 

Interconnectivity  

 

Everything can be connected to the global 

information and communication infrastructure  

 

Things-related services  

 

Provides things-related services within the 

constraints of things, such as privacy and 

semantic consistency between physical and virtual 

thing.  

Heterogeneity  

 

Networks but they can still interact with other 

devices through different networks.  

Dynamic changes  

 

The state of a device can change dynamically, 

thus the number of devices can vary. (Device 

states: connected, disconnected, waking up, and 

sleeping)  

Enormous scale  

 

The number of devices operating and communica 

-ting will be larger than the number of devices in 

the current Internet. Most of this communication 

will be device to device instead of human to 

device. 
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2.4 Advantages of IOT 
The Internet of Things, called the IoT for short, is a new interconnection of 

technology heralded as the next industrial revolution—implying radical change, disruption, 

and an entirely new paradigm for the planet. Specifically, the Internet of Things is an 

extension of the existing connections between people and computers to include digitally-

connected ―things.‖ 

These things measure and report data this data can be simple numbers from a 

stationary or mobile sensor (such as a temperature sensor), or more complex findings from 

devices that measure and report multiple data streams at once. These advanced devices can 

even actuate or effect the data they‘re measuring (a connected thermostat is an easy 

example.). 

IOT or Internet of Things is a burning topic these days. Like every fresh concept, the 

masses are not too familiar with this novel idea. So, what exactly is IOT? Said in the simplest 

manner, it refers to a virtual internet connection from things, processes, people, animals and 

almost everything that we see around. It describes a situation where everything in our 

surrounding environment is made capable of automatically communicating with each other 

without any inter-human or human-to-machine interaction. Apart from the fact that it is a 

path-breaking discovery, it can also prove to be extremely beneficial in facilitating our lives 

to manifolds. 

Every new technology faces a million challenges in its initial phases. Internet of 

Things also poses some grave issues that need to be tackled well in order to utilize its fullest 

potential. But let‘s leave the threats aside for the time being and focus only on the positives in 

this post. Before we understand the impact IoT can have on our way of living, it‘s important 

to go through its advantages and disadvantages: 

2.5 Advantages 

Communication 

IoT encourages the communication between devices, also famously known as 

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication. Because of this, the physical devices are able 

to stay connected and hence the total transparency is available with lesser inefficiencies and 

greater quality. 

Automation and Control 
Due to physical objects getting connected and controlled digitally and centrally with 

wireless infrastructure, there is a large amount of automation and control in the workings 
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without human intervention, the machines are able to communicate with each other leading to 
faster and timely output. 
Information 

It is obvious that having more information helps making better decisions. Whether it 

is mundane decisions as needing to know what to buy at the grocery store or if your company 

has enough widgets and supplies, knowledge is power and more knowledge is better. 

Monitor 

The second most obvious advantage of IoT is monitoring. Knowing the exact quantity 

of supplies or the air quality in your home, can further provide more information that could 

not have previously been collected easily. For instance, knowing that you are low on milk or 

printer ink could save you another trip to the store in the near future. Furthermore, monitoring 

the expiration of products can and will improve safety. 

Time 

As hinted in the previous examples, the amount of time saved because of IoT could be 

quite large. And in today‘s modern life, we all could use more time. 

Money 

The biggest advantage of IoT is saving money. If the price of the tagging and 

monitoring equipment is less than the amount of money saved, then the Internet of Things 

will be very widely adopted. IoT fundamentally proves to be very helpful to people in their 

daily routines by making the appliances communicate to each other in an effective manner 

thereby saving and conserving energy and cost. Allowing the data to be communicated and 

shared between devices and then translating it into our required way, it makes our systems 

efficient. 

Automation of daily tasks leads to better monitoring of devices 
The IoT allows you to automate and control the tasks that are done on a daily basis, 

avoiding human intervention. Machine-to-machine communication helps to maintain 

transparency in the processes. It also leads to uniformity in the tasks. It can also maintain the 

quality of service. We can also take necessary action in case of emergencies. 

Efficient and Saves Time 
The machine-to-machine interaction provides better efficiency, hence; accurate results 

can be obtained fast. This results in saving valuable time. Instead of repeating the same tasks 

every day, it enables people to do other creative jobs. 
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Saves Money 

Optimum utilization of energy and resources can be achieved by adopting this 

technology and keeping the devices under surveillance. We can be alerted in case of possible 

bottlenecks, breakdowns, and damages to the system. Hence, we can save money by using 

this technology. 

Better Quality of Life 

All the applications of this technology culminate in increased comfort, convenience, 

and better management, thereby improving the quality of life. 

2.6 Future of iot 

In a span of ten years, from 2020 to 2030, IOT devices will grow from 75 billion to 

more than 100 billion, and the improvement from 4G to 5G in terms to grow IOT is most 

important. Today's 4G network can support up to 5500 to 6000 NB-IOT devices on a single 

cell. 

The future of IOT has the potential to be limitless. Advances to the industrial 

internet will be accelerated through increased network agility, integrated artificial intelligence 

(AI) and the capacity to deploy, automate, orchestrate and secure diverse use cases at hyper 

scale. 
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3. Literature review 

A smoke detector is a device that senses smoke typically as an indicator of fire or 
non-smoking zone in order to ensure human safety and safeguard property against fire in both 
domestic and commercial settings, different solutions for smoke detection have been 
developed. These designs vary depending on the method of smoke detection. 

However, the different designs are derived from the two basic types of smoke 
detectors, namely: 1.The photoelectric smoke detector 
2. The ionization chamber smoke detector (ICSD) The photoelectric smoke detector uses an 
optical beam to search for smoke. When smoke particles cloud the beam, a photoelectric cell 
senses the decrease in light intensity and triggers an alarm. This type of smoke detector reacts 
most quickly to smoldering fires that release relatively large amounts of smoke. 

On the other hand, the ionization chamber smoke detector is quicker at sensing 

flaming fires that produce little smoke. It employs a radioactive material to ionize the air in a 

sensing chamber; the presence of smoke affects the flow of the ions between a pair of 

electrodes, which triggers the alarm in a typical system, the radioactive material emits alpha 

particles that strip electrons from the air molecules, creating positive oxygen and nitrogen 

ions. The electrons attach themselves to other air molecules, forming negative oxygen and 

nitrogen ions. Two oppositely charged electrodes within the sensing chamber attract the 

positive and negative ions, setting up a small flow of current in the air space between the 

electrodes, but when the smoke particles enter the chamber, they attract some of the ions, 

disrupting the current flow. There is usually a similar chamber constructed so that no smoke 

particles can enter, so that the smoke detector constantly compares the current flow in the 

sensing chamber to the flow in the reference chamber; if a significant difference develops, an 

alarm is triggered. This is the most commonly used design for domestic smoke detection. 

3.1 History of smoke& gas detector 

The first automatic electric fire alarm was patented in 1890 by Francis Robbins 

Upton, an associate of Thomas Edison. George Andrew Darby patented the first European 

electrical heat detector in 1902 in Birmingham, England. In the late 1930s Swiss physicist 

Walter Jaeger tried to invent a sensor for poison gas.  He expected that gas entering the 

sensor would bind to ionized air molecules and thereby alter an electric current in a circuit in 

the instrument. His device did not meet its purpose: small concentrations of gas did not effect 

on the sensor's conductivity.  Frustrated, Jaeger lit a cigarette and was soon surprised to 

notice that a meter on the instrument had registered a drop in current. Smoke particles from 

his cigarette had done what poison gas could not. Jaeger's experiment was one of the 

advances that paved the way for the modern smoke detector. In 1939 Swiss physicist Ernst 
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Meili devised an ionization chamber device capable of detecting combustible gases in mines. 

He also invented a cold cathode tube that could amplify the small signal generated by the 

detection mechanism to strength sufficient to activate an alarm. 

Ionization smoke detectors were first sold in the United States in 1951; they were 

used only in major commercial and industrial facilities in the next several years due to their 

large size and cost. In 1955 simple home "fire detectors" for homes were developed, 

detecting high temperatures. The United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC) 

granted the first license to distribute smoke detectors using radioactive material in 1963.  The 

first low-cost smoke detector for domestic use was developed by Duane D. Pearsall and 

Stanley B. Peterson in 1965, an individual replaceable battery-powered unit that could be 

easily installed. The "Smoke Guard 700" was a beehive-shaped, strong fire-resistant steel unit 

that used an ion chamber to detect smoke. The smoke broke the ion circuit causing the alarm 

to go off. The only way to turn the alarm off was to clear the ion chamber by blowing through 

it. The battery at this time was not easily accessible and also was proprietary to Statitrol 

Corporation. The company began mass-producing these units in 1975.Stanley Peterson‘s son, 

Daniel B. Peterson, invented the Slide Line for mass production for the internal circuit works.  

Studies in the 1960s determined that smoke detectors respond to fires much faster than heat 

detectors. 

The first single-station smoke detector was invented in 1970 by Stanley Bennett 

Peterson and made public the next year. It was an ionization detector powered by a single 9-

volt battery. Several technological developments occurred between 1971 and 1976, including 

the replacement of cold-cathode tubes with solid-state electronics, which greatly reduced the 

detectors' cost, sizes and made it possible to monitor battery life. The previous alarm horns, 

which required specialty batteries, were replaced with horns that were more energy-efficient, 

enabling the use of commonly available batteries. These detectors could also function with 

smaller amounts of radioactive source material, and the sensing chamber and smoke detector 

enclosure were redesigned for more effective operation. The rechargeable batteries were 

often replaced by a pair of AA batteries along with a plastic shell encasing the detector. The 

10-year-lithium-battery-powered smoke alarm was introduced in 1995. 

The photoelectric (optical) smoke detector was invented by Donald Steele and Robert 

Emmark of Electro Signal Lab and patented in 1972 
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3.2 Gas and smoke detector  

A smoke detector is a device that senses smoke, typically as an indicator of fire. Commercial 

security devices issue a signal to a fire alarm control panel as part of a fire alarm system, 

while household smoke detectors, also known as smoke alarms, generally issue a local 

audible or visual alarm from the detector itself or several detectors if there are multiple 

smoke detectors interlinked. 
Smoke detectors are housed in plastic enclosures, typically shaped like a disk or 

square about 150 millimetres (6 in) in diameter and 25 millimetres (1 in) thick, but shape and 

size vary. Smoke can be detected either optically (photoelectric) or by physical process 

(ionization); detectors may use either, or both, methods. Sensitive alarms can be used to 

detect, and thus deter, smoking in areas where it is banned. Smoke detectors in large 

commercial, industrial, and residential buildings are usually powered by a central fire alarm 

system, which is powered by the building power with a battery backup. Domestic smoke 

detectors range from individual battery-powered units, to several interlinked mains-powered 

units with battery backup; with these interlinked units, if any unit detects smoke, all trigger 

even if household power has gone out. 

The risk of dying in a home fire is cut by 1/4th in homes with working smoke alarms. 

The US National Fire Protection Association reports 0.53 deaths per 100 fires in homes with 

working smoke alarms compared to 1.18 deaths without (2009–2013). Some homes do not 

have any smoke alarms, some alarms do not have working batteries; sometimes the alarm 

fails to detect the fire 

An ionization smoke detector uses a radioisotope, typically americium-241, to ionize 

air; a difference due to smoke is detected and an alarm is generated. Ionization detectors are 

more sensitive to the flaming stage of fires than optical detectors, while optical detectors are 

more sensitive to fires in the early smouldering stage. 

The smoke detector has two ionization chambers, one open to the air, and a reference 

chamber which does not allow the entry of particles. The radioactive source emits alpha 

particles into both chambers, which ionizes some air molecules. There is a potential 

difference (voltage) between pairs of electrodes in the chambers; the electrical charge on the 

ions allows an electric current to flow. The currents in both chambers should be the same as 

they are equally affected by air pressure, temperature, and the ageing of the source. If any 

smoke particles enter the open chamber, some of the ions will attach to the particles and not 

be available to carry the current in that chamber. An electronic circuit detects that a current 
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difference has developed between the open and sealed chambers, and sounds the alarm. The 

circuitry also monitors the battery used to supply or back up power, and sounds an 

intermittent warning when it nears exhaustion. A user-operated test button simulates an 

imbalance between the ionization chambers, and sounds the alarm if and only if power 

supply, electronics, and alarm device are functional. The current drawn by an ionization 

smoke detector is low enough for a small battery used as sole or backup power supply to be 

able to provide power for months or years without the need for external wiring. 

Ionization smoke detectors are usually cheaper to manufacture than optical detectors. 

They may be more prone to false alarms triggered by non-hazardous events than photo 

electric detectors, and are much slower to respond to typical house fires.Americium-241 is an 

alpha emitter with a half-life of 432.6 years. Alpha particle radiation, as opposed to beta 

(electron) and gamma (electromagnetic) radiation, is used for two additional reasons: alpha 

particles have high ionization, so sufficient air particles will be ionized for the current to 

exist, and they have low penetrative power, meaning they will be stopped, safely, by the 

plastic of the smoke detector or the air. About one present of the emitted radioactive energy 

of 241 am is gamma radiation. The amount of elemental americium-241 is small enough to be 

exempt from the regulations applied to larger sources. It includes about 37 kbq or 1 µci of 

radioactive element americium-241 (241Am), corresponding to about 0.3 µg of the isotope. 

This provides sufficient ion current to detect smoke, while producing a very low level of 

radiation outside the device. 

The americium-241 in ionizing smoke detectors poses a potential environmental 

hazard, albeit a very small one. Disposal regulations and recommendations for smoke 

detectors vary from region to region. The amount of radioactive material contained in 

ionizing smoke detectors is very small and thus doesn't represent a significant radiological 

hazard. If the americium is left in the ionization chamber of the alarm the radiological risk is 

insignificant because the chamber acts as a shield to the alpha radiation. A person would have 

to open the sealed chamber and ingest or inhale the americium for the risk to be significant. 

The radiation risk of exposure to an ionic smoke detector operating normally is much smaller 

than natural background radiation. 

Some European countries, including France, and some US states and municipalities 

have banned the use of domestic ionic smoke alarms because of concerns that they are not 

reliable enough as compared to other technologies. Where an ionizing smoke detector has 

been the only detector, fires in the early stages have not always been effectively detected. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 
A methodology for predicting smoke detector response with computational fluid 

dynamics is presented. The general phenomena associated with the overall smoke detection 

process are provided. The overall smoke detection process has been organized into five 

categories; property generation, bulk property transport, local property transport, sensor 

modulation, and alarm condition. Each component of the smoke detection process is 

discussed in terms of available methods for quantifying the associated variables. Introduction 

the accurate prediction of smoke detector response is an important consideration in assessing 

the performance of a detection system. As occupant and fire department notification can be 

dependent upon smoke detector response, more realistic objectives in terms of occupant 

evacuation times and fire department operations may be possible with reliable predictions of 

detector response. nist's fire dynamics simulator software, which is available for free and can 

be run on a pc, has removed some of the traditional barriers to using cfd in fire protection 

engineering. Therefore, the elements of a methodology for predicting smoke detector 

response with computational fluid dynamics are suggested. The objectives of this 

methodology are to provide a reference for predicting smoke detector response that can be 

used by fire protection engineers and practitioners as well as to serve as a stimulus for future 

research. Overall detector response methodology property generation the production of 

detectable properties by a fire is critical to predicting detector response. The most 

sophisticated and accurate predictive tool is of little value without proper inputs. Therefore, it 

is of primary importance to identify the combustion precursors or byproducts that influence 

the response of the sensor. In general terms, property generation is primarily influenced by 

the chemical composition of the fuel, local oxygen concentration, combustion mode, and heat 

release rate. 
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5. Design & implementation of smoke & gas detector 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig- 5.1 
 
Optical smoke detector  
1. Optical chamber 
2. Cover 
3. Case moulding  
4. Photodiode (transducer) 
5. Infrared LED  

A photoelectric, or optical smoke detector contains a source of infrared, visible, or 

ultraviolet light — typically an incandescent light bulb or light-emitting diode (LED) — a 

lens, and a photoelectric receiver — typically a photodiode. In spot-type detectors, all of 

these components are arranged inside a chamber where air, which may contain smoke from a 

nearby fire, flows. In large open areas such as atria and auditoriums, optical beam or 

projected-beam smoke detectors are used instead of a chamber within the unit: a wall-

mounted unit emits a beam of infrared or ultraviolet light which is either received and 

processed by a separate device or reflected to the receiver by a reflector. In some types, 

particularly optical beam types, the light emitted by the light source passes through the air 
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being tested and reaches the photo sensor. The received light intensity will be reduced due to 

scattering from particulates of smoke, air-borne dust, or other substances; the circuitry detects 

the light intensity and generates the alarm if it is below a specified threshold, potentially due 

to smoke. In other types, typically chamber types, the light is not directed at the sensor, which 

is not illuminated in the absence of particles. If the air in the chamber contains particles 

(smoke or dust) the light is scattered and some of it reaches the sensor triggering the alarm. 

According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), "photoelectric smoke 

detection is generally more responsive to fires that begin with a long period of soldering". 

Studies by Texas A&M and the NFPA cited by the City of Palo Alto, California state, 

"Photoelectric alarms react slower to rapidly growing fires than ionization alarms, but 

laboratory and field tests have shown that photoelectric smoke alarms provide adequate 

warning for all types of fires and have been shown to be far less likely to be deactivated by 

occupants." 

Although photoelectric alarms are highly effective at detecting soldering fires and do 

provide adequate protection from flaming fires, fire safety experts and the National Fire 

Protection Agency recommend installing what are called combination alarms, which are 

alarms that either detect both heat and smoke or use both the ionization and photoelectric 

processes. Some combination alarms may include a carbon monoxide detection capability. 

The type and sensitivity of light source and photoelectric sensor and type of smoke 

chamber differ between manufacturers. 

Circuit diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig- 5.2 
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Code 

int redLed = 2; 

Int greenLed = 3; 
Int buzzer = 7; 
Int smokeA0 = A5; 
// your threshold value 
int sensorThres = 50; 
void setup() { 
PinMode(redLed, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(greenLed, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(buzzer, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(smokeA0, INPUT); 
Serial.begin(9600); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
int analog Sensor = analogRead(smokeA0); 
Serial.print("Pin A0: "); 
Serial.println(analogSensor); 
// Checks if it has reached the threshold value 
if (analogSensor > sensorThres) 
{ 
digitalWrite(redLed, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(greenLed, LOW); 
tone(buzzer, 3000, 300); 
} 
else 
{ 
digitalWrite(redLed, LOW); 
digitalWrite(greenLed, HIGH); 
noTone(buzzer); 
} 
delay(100); 
} 
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Working diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig- 5.3 

5.1 Types of gas and smoke detector  

There are three available types of household smoke detectors — ionization, optical 

(photoelectric), and combined. They are very cheap and are available everywhere. 

The combined detectors are effective at detecting slow-burning as well as flaming fires, both 

common types of fire in the home. The NFPA recommends a combination of both ionization 

and photoelectric technologies for maximum protection. 

The devices are either battery or mains electricity-powered, or both. Some are inter-

connectable so that smoke detected at one point can raise the alarm at all others, while others 

have additional facilities, such as emergency lights and silence buttons, for use where false 

alarms can be a nuisance, such as during cooking. 

5.2 Gas detector 
A gas detector is a device that detects the presence of gases in an area, often as part of 

a safety system. This type of equipment is used to detect a gas leak or other emissions and 

can interface with a control system so a process can be automatically shut down. A gas 

detector can sound an alarm to operators in the area where the leak is occurring, giving them 

the opportunity to leave. This type of device is important because there are many gases that 

can be harmful to organic life, such as humans or animals. 

Gas detectors can be used to detect combustible, flammable and toxic gases, and oxygen 

depletion. This type of device is used widely in industry and can be found in locations, such 
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as on oil rigs, to monitor manufacture processes and emerging technologies such as 

photovoltaic. They may be used in fire fighting. 

Gas leak detection is the process of identifying potentially hazardous gas leaks by 

sensors. Additionally a visual identification can be done using a thermal camera These 

sensors usually employ an audible alarm to alert people when a dangerous gas has been 

detected. Exposure to toxic gases can also occur in operations such as painting, fumigation, 

fuel filling, construction, excavation of contaminated soils, landfill operations, entering 

confined spaces, etc. Common sensors include combustible gas sensors, photo ionization 

detectors, infrared point sensors, ultrasonic sensors, electrochemical gas sensors, and metal-

oxide-semiconductor sensors (MOS sensors). More recently, infrared imaging sensors have 

come into use. All of these sensors are used for a wide range of applications and can be found 

in industrial plants, refineries, pharmaceutical manufacturing, fumigation facilities, paper 

pulp mills, aircraft and shipbuilding facilities, hazmat operations, waste-water treatment 

facilities, vehicles, indoor air quality testing and homes. 

5.3 Types of gas Detector 

Gas detectors can be classified according to the operation mechanism 
(semiconductors, oxidation, catalytic, photo ionization, infrared, etc.). Gas detectors come 
packaged into two main form factors: portable devices and fixed gas detectors. 
Portable detectors are used to monitor the atmosphere around personnel and are either hand-

held or worn on clothing or on a belt/harness. These gas detectors are usually battery 

operated. They transmit warnings via audible and visible signals, such as alarms and flashing 

lights, when dangerous levels of gas vapours are detected. 

Fixed type gas detectors may be used for detection of one or more gas types. Fixed type 

detectors are generally mounted near the process area of a plant or control room, or an area to 

be protected, such as a residential bedroom. Generally, industrial sensors are installed on 

fixed type mild steel structures and a cable connects the detectors to a SCADA system for 

continuous monitoring. A tripping interlock can be activated for an emergency situation. 

There are two types of detectors you absolutely need to have in your home: smoke 

alarms and carbon monoxide detectors. Both smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors 

can save your life, as they can detect an issue before you can. When it comes to fire and 

carbon monoxide, every minute matters. It‘s also important to know where carbon monoxide 

detectors should be placed. Many smoke alarms also include carbon monoxide detectors 

today, but you may be wondering whether a carbon monoxide detector can detect a gas leak. 
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5.4 Recommended for use Industrial units and factories 
A gas detector is a device which detects the presence of various gases within an area, 

usually as part of a safety system. Highly sensitive, they can be used to detect combustible, 

flammable, and toxic gases and oxygen depletion and are widely used in industry. Catalytic 

and infrared sensors detect combustible gases, and electrochemical and metal oxide 

semiconductor technologies generally detect toxic gases. 

Gas detectors may be battery-operated, portable, or fixed units and work by 

monitoring and alerting people audibly or visibly to the presence of dangerous levels of a 

variety of gases. They are very efficient in confined spaces that are not continuously 

occupied, such as tanks, pits, vessels, and storage bins. 

5.5 The Importance of Smoke Alarms 

Smoke alarms are life-saving devices that are too often neglected. Many homes have 

one fitted but forget to test it periodically and replace the batteries yearly. Some houses don‘t 

have any alarms installed, or do have them, but have removed the batteries. It needs to be 

emphasized how important it is that houses have at least one smoke alarm on each floor, and 

that they are kept in sound working order.  

 5.6 Smoke Alarm 
The smoke that permeates smoke detectors is made by carbon. Americium is what 

detects the smoke. Smoke particles float around and then reach the inside of the smoke 

detector. The smoke gets near the sensor and then the electric horn is activated. When the 

horn is activated it's an early warning telling you to get out of the house before the fire starts 

all the way. If you're not sure there's a fire, go near the smoke detector to see if there is some 

smoke. Then tell your parents if you see smoke. You and your family should always plan a 

fire escape route and be prepared. You should not panic if there is a fire because panicking 

will make it harder to concentrate. Smoke alarms save lives. Smoke alarms that are properly 

installed and maintained play a vital role in reducing fire deaths and injuries. If there is a fire 

in your home, smoke spreads fast and you need smoke alarms to give you time to get out. 

5.7 Smoke Alarm Facts and Stats 

 In 2009-2013, smoke alarms sounded in more than half (53%) of the home fires 

reported to U.S. fire departments. 

 Three of every five home fire deaths resulted from fires in homes with no smoke 

alarms (38%) or no working smoke alarms (21%). 

http://www.firexuk.co.uk/fire-alarm-services/fire-detection-alarm-systems/
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 The death rate per 100 reported home fires was more than twice as high in homes that 

did not have any working smoke alarms compared to the rate in homes with working 

smoke alarms (1.18 deaths vs. 0.53 deaths per 100 fires). 

 In fires in which the smoke alarms were present but did not operate, almost half 

(46%) of the smoke alarms had missing or disconnected batteries. 

 Dead batteries caused one-quarter (24%) of the smoke alarm failures. 

5.8 Smoke Alarm Safety 

 A closed door may slow the spread of smoke, heat and fire. Install smoke alarms in 

every sleeping room and outside each separate sleeping area. Install alarms on every 

level of the home. 

 Smoke alarms should be interconnected. When one sounds, they all sound. 

 Large homes may need extra smoke alarms. 

 Test your smoke alarms at least once a month. Press the test button to be sure the 

alarm is working. 

 There are two kinds of alarms. Ionization smoke alarms are quicker to warn about 

flaming fires. Photoelectric alarms are quicker to warn about smoldering fires. It is 

best to use of both types of alarms in the home. 

 When a smoke alarm sounds, get outside and stay outside. 

 Replace all smoke alarms in your home every 10 years. 

 Smoke alarms are not expensive and are worth the lives they can help save. 

 A smoke alarm with a dead or missing battery is the same as having no smoke alarm 

at all. A smoke alarm only works when it is properly installed and regularly tested. 

Take care of your smoke alarms according to the manufacturer‘s instructions. 

5.9 Statistics 

 There are around 500 fire-related deaths in the UK each year, and most of these 

happen when people are sleeping, between 12am and 6am.  

 Approximately 590,000 UK house fires occur each year, with the majority caused by 

misused cooking appliances.  

 You are 4 times more likely to die in a fire if you don‘t have a working smoke alarm.  

 Your home can be engulfed by flames in less than 4 minutes.  

 Smoke is by far the biggest killer in household fires.  

 The facts are scary. You have just minutes to escape from a burning house; the smoke 

alarm provides the early vital warning that should give you enough time to round up your 
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family and get out of the house. If there is no working alarm and a fire starts at the peak 

incidence time when you‘re asleep, your chances of survival are greatly reduced. Smoke is 

thick, heavy and toxic and the faster you are alerted to the danger, the better your chance of 

survival.  

5.6 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS USED 

 ARDUINO NANO 

 GAS SENSOR: MQ -135 

 BUZZER ALARAM 

 MALE & FEMALE WIRES 

 SNAP CONNECTORS 

 9 VOLTS BATTERY  

 LED LIGHT 

 CONNECTING RESISTORS 

 

5.7 ARDUINO NANO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig- 5.4 
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5.8 GAS SENSOR MQ -135 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5.5 
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5.9 BUZZER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5.6 

 

 

5.10 MALE & FEMALE WIRES 

 

Fig-5.7 
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5.11 Snap connectors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5.8 

 

5.12 volts battery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5.9 
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5.13 Led light 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5.10 

5.14 Connecting resistors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5.11 
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5.15 SENSOR 

A device that detects the changes in electrical or physical or other quantities and 

thereby produces an output as an acknowledgement of change in the quantity is called as a 

Sensor. Generally, this sensor output will be in the form of electrical or optical signal. 

Different types of sensors 

We live in a World of Sensors You can find different types of Sensors in our homes, 

offices, cars etc. working to make our lives easier by turning on the lights by detecting our 

presence, adjusting the room temperature, detect smoke or fire, make us delicious coffee, 

open garage doors as soon as our car is near the door and many other tasks. 

All these and many other automation tasks are possible because of Sensors. Before 

going in to the details of What is a Sensor, What are the Different Types of Sensors and 

Applications of these different types of Sensors, we will first take a look at a simple example 

of an automated system, which is possible because of Sensors (and many other components 

as well).  

Different Types of Sensors 

The following is a list of different types of sensors that are commonly used in various 

applications. All these sensors are used for measuring one of the physical properties like 

Temperature, Resistance, Capacitance, Conduction, Heat Transfer etc. 

 Temperature Sensor 

 Eye blink sensor 

 Proximity Sensor 

 Accelerometer 

 IR Sensor (Infrared Sensor) 

 Pressure Sensor 

 Light Sensor 

 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 Smoke, Gas and Alcohol Sensor 

 Touch Sensor 

 Color Sensor 

 Humidity Sensor 

 Tilt Sensor 

 Flow and Level Sensor 
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5.16 Real Time Application sensors  

The example we are talking about here is the Autopilot System in aircrafts. Almost all 

civilian and military aircrafts have the feature of Automatic Flight Control system or 

sometimes called as Autopilot. 

An Automatic Flight Control System consists of several sensors for various tasks like 

speed control, height, position, doors, obstacle, fuel, maneuvering and many more. A 

Computer takes data from all these sensors and processes them by comparing them with pre-

designed values. 

The computer then provides control signal to different parts like engines, flaps, and 

rudders etc. that help in a smooth flight. The combination of Sensors, Computers and 

Mechanics makes it possible to run the plane in Autopilot Mode. 

All the parameters i.e. the Sensors (which give inputs to the Computers), the 

Computers (the brains of the system) and the mechanics (the outputs of the system like 

engines and motors) are equally important in building a successful automated system. But in 

this tutorial, we will be concentrating on the Sensors part of a system and look at different 

concepts associated with Sensors (like types, characteristics, classification etc.). 

5.17 Sensor 

   There are numerous definitions as to what a sensor is but I would like to define a Sensor as 
an input device which provides an output (signal) with respect to a specific physical quantity 
(input). 
 

Fig- 5.12 
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The term ―input device‖ in the definition of a Sensor means that it is part of a bigger 

system which provides input to a main control system (like a Processor or a Microcontroller). 

Another unique definition of a Sensor is as follows: It is a device that converts signals 

from one energy domain to electrical domain. The definition of the Sensor can be understood 

if we take an example in to consideration the simplest example of a sensor is an LDR or a 

Light Dependent Resistor. It is a device, whose resistance. Varies according to intensity of 

light it is subjected to. When the light falling on an LDR is more, its resistance becomes very 

less and when the light is less, well, the resistance of the LDR becomes very high. 

We can connect this LDR in a voltage divider (along with other resistor) and check 

the voltage drop across the LDR. This voltage can be calibrated to the amount of light falling 

on the LDR. Hence, a Light Sensor Now that we have seen what a sensor is, we will proceed 

further with the classification of Sensors. 

5.18 Classification of Sensors 

There are several classifications of sensors made by different authors and experts. 

Some are very simple and some are very complex. The following classification of sensors 

may already be used by an expert in the subject but this is a very simple classification of 

sensors. 

In the first classification of the sensors, they are divided in to Active and Passive. 

Active Sensors are those which require an external excitation signal or a power signal. 

Passive Sensors, on the other hand, do not require any external power signal and directly 

generates output response. The other type of classification is based on the means of detection 

used in the sensor. Some of the means of detection are Electric, Biological, and Chemical, 

Radioactive etc. 

                                      

Fig- 5.13 
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The next classification is based on conversion phenomenon i.e. the input and the 

output. Some of the common conversion phenomena are Photoelectric, Thermoelectric, 

Electrochemical, Electromagnetic, Thermo optic, etc. The final classifications of the sensors 

are Analog and Digital Sensors. Analog Sensors produce an analog output i.e. a continuous 

output signal with respect to the quantity being measured. Digital Sensors, in contrast to 

Analog Sensors, work with discrete or digital data. The data in digital sensors, which is used 

for conversion and transmission, is digital in nature.   

5.19Arduino Nano 
The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and breadboard-friendly board based on the 

ATmega328P (Arduino Nano 3... It has more or less the same functionality of 

the Arduino Duemilanove, but in a different package. It lacks only a DC power jack, and 

works with a Mini-B USB cable instead of a standard one. 

 Arduino Nano is a small, compatible, flexible and breadboard friendly 

Microcontroller board, developed by Arduino.cc in Italy, based on ATmega328p 

(Arduino Nano V3.x) / Atmega168 (Arduino Nano V3.x). 

 It comes with exactly the same functionality as in Arduino UNO but quite in small 

size. 

 It comes with an operating voltage of 5V; however, the input voltage can vary from 7 

to 12V. 

 Arduino Nano Pin out contains 14 digital pins, 8 analog Pins, 2 Reset Pins & 6 Power 

Pins. 

 Each of these Digital &Analog Pins is assigned with multiple functions but their main 

function is to be configured as input or output. 

 They are acted as input pins when they are interfaced with sensors, but if you are 

driving some load then use them as output. 

 Functions like pin Mode () and digital Write () are used to control the operations of 

digital pins while analog Read () is used to control analog pins. 

 The analog pins come with a total resolution of 10bits which measure the value from 

zero to 5V. 

 Arduino Nano comes with a crystal oscillator of frequency 16 MHz It is used to 

produce a clock of precise frequency using constant voltage. 

 There is one limitation using Arduino Nano i.e. it doesn‘t come with DC power jack, 

means you cannot supply external power source through a battery. 
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 This board doesn‘t use standard USB for connection with a computer, instead, it 

comes with Mini USB support. 

 Tiny size and breadboard friendly nature make this device an ideal choice for most of 

the applications where a size of the electronic components is of great concern. 

 Flash memory is 16KB or 32KB that all depends on the at mega board i.e. Atmega168 

comes with 16KB of flash memory while Atmega328 comes with a flash memory of 

32KB. Flash memory is used for storing code. The 2KB of memory out of total flash 

memory is used for a boot loader. 

5.20 Arduino Nano Features 
 ATmega328P Microcontroller is from 8-bit AVR family 

 Operating voltage is 5V 

 Input voltage (Vin) is 7V to 12V 

 Input/output Pins are 22 

 Analog i/p pins are 6 from A0 to A5 

 Digital pins are 14 

 Power consumption is 19 mA 

 I/O pins DC Current is 40 mA 

 Flash memory is 32 KB 

 SRAM is 2 KB 

 EEPROM is 1 KB 

 CLK speed is 16 MHz 

 Weight-7g 

 Size of the printed circuit board is 18 X 45mm 

 Supports three communications like SPI, IIC, & USART 
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5.21 Arduino Nano Pin out 

Fig- 5.14 
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 Power Pin (VIN, 3.3V, 5V, GND): These pins are power pins 

 Analog Pins (A0-A7): These pins are used to calculate the analog voltage of the board 

within the range of 0V to 5V 

 I/O Pins (Digital Pins from D0 – D13): These pins are used as an i/p otherwise o/p 

pins. 0V & 5V 

 Serial Pins (TX, Rx): These pins are used to transmit & receive TTL serial data. 

 External Interrupts (2, 3): These pins are used to activate an interrupt. 

 PWM (3, 5, 6, 9, 11): These pins are used to provide 8-bit of PWM output. 

 SPI (10, 11, 12, & 13): These pins are used for supporting SPI communication. 

 Inbuilt LED (13): This pin is used to activate the LED. 

 IIC (A4, A5): These pins are used for supporting TWI communication. 

 AREF: This pin is used to give reference voltage to the input voltage 

5.22 Difference between Arduino UNO and Arduino Nano 
The Arduino Nano board is similar to an Arduino UNO board including similar 

microcontroller like Atmega328p. Thus they can share a similar program. The main 

difference between these two is the size. Because Arduino Uno size is double  to Nano board 

So Uno boards use more space on the system. The programming of UNO can be done with a 

USB cable whereas Nano uses the mini USB cable. The main differences between these two 

are listed in the following table. 

Difference-between-Arduino-UNO-and-Arduino-Nano 
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5.23 Arduino Nano Communications 

          The communication of an Arduino Nano board can be done using different sources like 

using an additional Arduino board, a computer, otherwise using microcontrollers. The 

microcontroller using in Nano board (ATmega328) offers serial communication (UART 

TTL). This can be accessible at digital pins like TX, and RX. The Arduino software 

comprises of a serial monitor to allow easy textual information to transmit and receive from 

the board. 

         The TX & RX LEDs on the Nano board will blink whenever information is being sent 

out through the FTDI & USB link in the direction of the computer. The library-like Software 

Serial allows serial communication on any of the digital pins on the board. The 

microcontroller also supports SPI & I2C (TWI) communication. 

5.24 Arduino Nano Programming 

          The programming of an Arduino Nano can be done using the Arduino software. Click 

the Tools option and select the Nano board. Microcontroller ATmega328 over the Nano 

board comes with preprogrammed with a boot loader. This boot loader lets to upload new 

code without using an exterior hardware programmer. The communication of this can be 

done with the STK500 protocol. Here the boot loader can also be avoided & the 

microcontroller program can be done using the header of in-circuit serial programming or 

ICSP with an Arduino ISP. 

5.25 Applications of Arduino Nano 

These boards are used to build Arduino Nano projects by reading inputs of a sensor, a button, 

or a finger and gives an output by turning motor or LED ON, or and some of the applications 

are listed below. 

 Samples of electronic systems and products 

 Automation   

 Several DIY projects 

 Control systems 

 Embedded systems 

 Robotics 

 Instrumentation 

5.26 MQ135 SENSOR 

Description - Air quality sensor for detecting a wide range of gases, including NH3, NOx, 

alcohol, benzene, smoke and CO2. Ideal for use in office or factory MQ135 gas sensor has 
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high sensitivity to Ammonia, Sulfide and Benze steam, also sensitive to smoke and other 

harmful gases. 

The MQ series of gas sensors utilizes a small heater inside with an electro chemical 

sensor these sensors are sensitive to a range of gasses are used at room temperature. MQ135 

alcohol sensor is a Sno2 with a lower conductivity of clean air. When the target explosive gas 

exists, then the sensor‘s conductivity increases more increasing more along with the gas 

concentration rising levels By using simple electronic circuits, it convert the charge of 

conductivity to correspond output signal of gas concentration 

 

  Fig- 5.15 

 

The MQ135 Air Quality Sensor consists of small sensing material whose conductivity 

is lower in clean air and higher in polluted air, thus making the sensor very useful while 

detecting dangerous gases. The sensor ionizes the gases which come in its contact, making 

changes in the resistance of the sensing material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig- 5.16 
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5.27 MQ-135 Sensor Features 

 Wide detecting scope 

 Fast response and High sensitivity 

 Stable and long life 

 Operating Voltage is +5V 

 Detect/Measure NH3, NOx, alcohol, Benzene, smoke, CO2, etc. 

 Analog output voltage: 0V to 5V 

 Digital output voltage: 0V or 5V (TTL Logic) 

Pin 

No: 

Pin Name: Description 

For Module 

1 Vcc Used to power the sensor, Generally the operating voltage is +5V. 

2 Ground Used to connect the module to system ground. 

3 Digital Out You can also use this sensor to get digital output from this pin, by 

setting a threshold value using the potentiometer. 

4 Analog Out This pin outputs 0-5V analog voltage based on the intensity of the gas. 

For Sensor 

1 H –Pins Out of the two H pins, one pin is connected to supply and the other to 

ground 

2 A-Pins The A pins and B pins are interchangeable. These pins will be tied to 

the Supply voltage. 

3 B-Pins 20.A pins and B pins are interchangeable. One pin will act as output 

while the other will be pulled to ground. 
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 Preheat duration 20 seconds 

 Can be used as a Digital or analog sensor 

 The Sensitivity of Digital pin can be varied using the potentiometer 

5.28 Alternative MQ Gas sensors 

Sensor Name Gas to measure 

MQ-2 Methane, Butane, LPG, Smoke 

MQ-3 Alcohol, Ethanol, Smoke 

MQ-4 Methane, CNG Gas 

MQ-5 Natural gas, LPG 

MQ-6 LPG, butane 

MQ-7 Carbon Monoxide 

MQ-8 Hydrogen Gas 

MQ-9 Carbon Monoxide, flammable gasses 

MQ131 Ozone 

MQ135 Air Quality 

MQ136 Hydrogen Sulphide gas 

MQ137 Ammonia 

MQ138 Benzene, Toluene, Alcohol, Propane, Formaldehyde gas, Hydrogen 

MQ13514 Methane, Natural Gas 
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MQ13516 Natural gas, Coal Gas 

MQ303A Alcohol, Ethanol, smoke 

MQ306A LPG, butane 

MQ307A Carbon Monoxide 

MQ309A Carbon Monoxide, flammable gas 

5.29 Selecting between sensor and module 

When it comes to measuring or detecting a particular Gas the MQ series Gas sensors 

are the most inexpensive and commonly used ones. MQ135 is available as a module or as just 

the sensor alone. If you are trying to only detect (not measuring PPM) the presence of a gas 

then you can buy it as a module since it comes with an op-amp comparator and a digital 

output pin. But if you planning to measure the PPM of a gas it is recommend buying the 

sensor alone without module. 

5.30 Where to use MQ-135 Gas sensor 

The MQ-135 Gas sensors are used in air quality control equipment‘s and are suitable 

for detecting or measuring of NH3, NOx, Alcohol, Benzene, Smoke, and CO2. The MQ-135 

sensor module comes with a Digital Pin which makes this sensor to operate even without a 

microcontroller and that comes in handy when you are only trying to detect one particular 

gas.  If you need to measure the gases in PPM the analog pin need to be used. The analog pin 

is TTL driven and works on 5V and so can be used with most common microcontrollers. 

5.31 Using of MQ-135 Sensors to detect gases 

You can either use the digital pin or the analog pin to do this. Simply power the 

module with 5V and you should notice the power LED on the module to glow and when no 

gas it detected the output LED will remain turned off meaning the digital output pin will be 

0V. Remember that these sensors have to be kept on for pre-heating time (mentioned in 

features above) before you can actually work with it. Now, introduce the sensor to the gas 

you want to detect and you should see the output LED to go high along with the digital pin, if 

not use the potentiometer until the output gets high. Now every time your sensor gets 

introduced to this gas at this particular concentration the digital pin will go high (5V) else 
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will remain low (0V).You can also use the analog pin to achieve the same thing. Read the 

analog values (0-5V) using a microcontroller, this value will be directly proportional to the 

concentration of the gas to which the sensor detects. You can experiment with this values and 

check how the sensor reacts to different concentration of gas and develop your program 

accordingly. 

 5.32 Using of MQ-135 sensor to measure PPM 

MQ-135 gas sensor applies SnO2 which has a higher resistance in the clear air as a 

gas-sensing material. When there is an increase in polluting gases, the resistance of the gas 

sensor decreases along with that. To measure PPM using MQ-135 sensor we need to look 

into the (Rs/Ro) v/s PPM graph taken from the MQ135 datasheet. 

 

 Fig- 5.16 

The above figure shows the typical sensitivity characteristics of the MQ-135 for 

several gases. In their: Temp: 20, Humidity: 65%, O2 concentration 21%, RL=20kΩ, 

Ro: sensor resistance at 100ppm of NH3 in the clean air. 

Rs: sensor resistance at various concentrations of gases. 

  The value of Ro is the value of resistance in fresh air (or the air with we are 

comparing) and the value of Rs is the value of resistance in Gas concentration. First you 

should calibrate the sensor by finding the values of Ro in fresh air and then use that value to 

find Rs using the below formula: 
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         Once we calculate Rs and Ro we can find the ratio and then using the graph shown 
above we can calculate the equivalent value of PPM for that particular gas. 

5.33 Applications 

 Used to detect leakage/excess of gases like Ammonia, nitrogen oxide, alcohols, aromatic 

compounds, sulfide and smoke. 

 Air quality monitors. 

5.34 2D model of MQ-135 Gas sensor 

Use the following MQ135 sensor dimensions to create your own PCB for your 

application. 

Description - Air quality sensor for detecting a wide range of gases, including NH3, NOx, 

alcohol, benzene, smoke and CO2. Ideal for use in office or factory.MQ135 gas sensor has 

high sensitivity to Ammonia, Sulfide and Benze steam, also sensitive to smoke and other 

harmful gases. 

The MQ135 Air Quality Sensor consists of a small sensing material whose 

conductivity is lower in clean air and higher in polluted air, thus making the sensor very 

useful while detecting dangerous gases. The sensor ionizes the gases which come in its 

contact, making changes in the resistance of the sensing material. 

 Fig- 5.17 
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5.35 SMOKE SENSOR 

A smoke sensor is a device that sensors smoke & its level. They have been use for a 

long period of time. However, with the development of Iot, they are now even more effective, 

as they are now even more plugged into a system that immediately notifies the user about any 

problem that occurs in different industries. 

5.36 GAS SENSOR 

 Gas sensor are similar to the chemical ones, but are specifically used to monitor 

changes of the air quality and detect the presence of various gases. 

5.37 Working of smoke &gas sensor  

 When tin dioxide (semiconductor particles) is heated in air at high temperature, 

oxygen is adsorbed on the surface. In clean air, donor electrons in tin dioxide are attracted 

toward oxygen which is adsorbed on the surface of the sensing material. This prevents 

electric current flow. 

 In the presence of reducing gases, the surface density of adsorbed oxygen decreases 

as it reacts with the reducing gases. Electrons are then released into the tin dioxide, allowing 

current to flow freely through the sensor. 

 

 Fig-5.18 
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5.38 Overview – MQ135 Gas Sensor Module 

Since MQ135 Gas Sensor is not breadboard compatible, we do recommend this handy 

little breakout board. It‘s very easy to use and comes with two different outputs. It not only 

provides a binary indication of the presence of combustible gases but also an analog 

representation of their concentration in air. 

 

                Fig-5.19 

The analog output voltage provided by the sensor changes in proportional to the 

concentration of smoke/gas. The greater the gas concentration the higher is the output 

voltage; while lesser gas concentration results in low output voltage. The following animation 

illustrates the relationship between gas concentration and output voltage. 

 

                             Fig-5.20 

The analog signal from MQ135 Gas sensor is further fed to LM393 High Precision 

Comparator (soldered on the bottom of the module), of course to digitize the signal. Along 

with the comparator is a little potentiometer you can turn to adjust the sensitivity of the 

sensor. You can use it to adjust the concentration of gas at which the sensor detects it. 
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5.39 Calibrate MQ135 Gas Sensor Module 

To calibrate the gas sensor you can hold the gas sensor near smoke/gas you want to 

detect and keep turning the potentiometer until the Red LED on the module starts glowing. 

Turn the screw clockwise to increase sensitivity or anticlockwise to decrease sensitivity. 

 

 Fig-5.21 

The comparator on the module continuously checks if the analog pin (A0) has hit the 

threshold value set by potentiometer. When it crosses the threshold, the digital pin (D0) will 

go HIGH and signal LED turns on. This setup is very useful when you need to trigger an 

action when certain threshold is reached. For example, when the smoke crosses a threshold, 

you can turn on or off a relay or instruct your robot to blow air/sprinkle water. You got the 

idea! 

5.40 MQ135 Gas Sensor Module Pin out 

VCC supplies power for the module. You can connect it to 5V output from 

your Arduino Nano. ... D0 provides a digital representation of the presence of combustible 

gases. A0 provides analog output voltage in proportional to the concentration of smoke/gas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Fig-5.22 
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5.41 WORKING 

The Arduino NANO sketch manages to read sensor data from the MQ-2 gas sensor, 

invoke alarm in response to intense smoke the voltage that the sensor outputs changes 

accordingly to the smoke/gas level that exists in the atmosphere. The sensor outputs a voltage 

that is proportional to the concentration of smoke/gas. 

In other words, the relationship between voltage and gas concentration is the following: 

 The greater the gas concentration, the greater the output voltage 

 The lower the gas concentration, the lower the output voltage 

 

Fig-5.23 Working Mechanisms 

The output can be an analog signal (A0) that can be read with an analog input of 

the Arduino or a digital output (D0) that can be read with a digital input of the Arduino 

Nano. 

5.42 Pin Wiring 

The MQ-135 sensor has 4 pins. 

Pin-------------------------------------Wiring to Arduino Nano 

A0-------------------------------------Analog pins 

D0-------------------------------------Digital pins 

GND-----------------------------------GND 

VCC------------------------------------5V 

javascript:openLightBox('bdae0beb46', 0);
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So, before jumping into the coding part, let's check whether we've assembled all the 

necessary hardware components. 

5.43 MQ135 Gas Sensor Working and Its Applications 

Sensors are the electronic devices used for interaction with the outer environment. 

There are various types of sensors available that can detect light, noise, smoke, proximity 

etc… With the advent in technology, these are available as both analog and digital forms. 

Besides forming a communication with the outer environment, sensors are also a crucial part 

of safety systems. Fire sensors are used to detect the fire and take appropriate precautions on 

time. For smooth functioning of control systems and sensitive electronics, humidity sensors 

are used for maintaining humidity in the unit. One of such sensor used in safety systems to 

detect harmful gases is MQ135 Gas sensor. 

5.44 MQ135 Gas Sensor 

MQ135 gas sensor is an electronic sensor used for sensing the concentration of gases 

in the air such as LPG, propane, methane, hydrogen, alcohol, smoke and carbon monoxide. 

MQ135 gas sensor is also known as Chemiresistors. It contains a sensing material whose 

resistance changes when it comes in contact with the gas. This change in the value of 

resistance is used for the detection of gas. 

 

 Fig-5.24 

MQ135 is a metal oxide semiconductor type gas sensor. Concentrations of gas in the gas 

is measured using a voltage divider network present in the sensor. This sensor works on 

5V DC voltage. It can detect gases in the concentration of range 200 to 10000ppm.  

5.45 Working Principle 

 This sensor contains a sensing element, mainly aluminum-oxide based ceramic, 

coated with Tin dioxide, enclosed in a stainless steel mesh. Sensing element has 
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six connecting legs attached to it. Two leads are responsible for heating the 

sensing element; the other four are used for output signals. 

 Oxygen gets adsorbed on the surface of sensing material when it is heated in air 

at high temperature. Then donor electrons present in tin oxide are attracted 

towards this oxygen, thus preventing the current flow. 

 When reducing gases are present, these oxygen atoms react with the reducing 

gases thereby decreasing the surface density of the adsorbed oxygen. Now current 

can flow through the sensor, which generated analog voltage values.  

 These voltage values are measured to know the concentration of gas. Voltage 

values are higher when the concentration of gas is high. 

5.46 Applications 

 These sensors are used to detect the presence of gases in the air such as methane, 

butane, LPG and smoke but they are unable to distinguish between gases. Thus, 

they cannot tell which gas it is. 

 Module version of this sensor can be used without interfacing to any 

microcontroller and is useful when detecting only one particular gas. This can 

only detect the gas. But if ppm has to be calculated then the sensor should be used 

without module. 

 This sensor is also used for Air quality monitoring, Gas leak alarm and for 

maintaining environmental standards in hospitals. In industries, these are used to 

detect the leakage of harmful gases. 

5.47 CONNECTOR 

MALE CONNECTOR 
  A male connector is a connector attached to a wire, cable, or piece of hardware, 
having one or more exposed, unshielded electrical terminal s, and constructed in such a way 
that it can be inserted snugly into a receptacle (female connector) to ensure a reliable physical 
and electrical connection 

FEMALE CONNECTORS 
A female connector is a connector attached to a wire, cable, or piece of hardware, 

having one or more recessed holes with electrical terminals inside, and constructed in such a 
way that a plug with exposed conductors ( male connector ) can be inserted snugly into it to 
ensure a reliable physical and electrical ... 
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Fig-5.25 

 

5.48 DIFFERECE BETWEEN MALE & FEMALE CONNECTORS 

The difference between Male and Female connectors is simple. Just like people 

the Male has a sticking out ―pin‖ which he plugs into something. The Females on the other 

hand have a ―hole‖ in which to receive something, usually a ―pin‖! 

5.49 REASONS FOR CALLING AS MALE & FEMALE CONNECTORS  

The analogy of the plugs being male and female is obvious: the male has a sticking 

out part that goes inside the hole of the female part. ... The analogy of the plugs being male 

and female is obvious: the male has a sticking out part that goes inside the hole of 

the female part. 

5.50 BUZZER 

A buzzer or beeper is an audio signalling device, which may be mechanical, 

electromechanical, or piezoelectric (piezo for short). Typical uses of buzzers and beepers 

include alarm devices, timers, and confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or 

keystroke. 

5.51 Advantages of piezoelectric buzzers 

1. Piezoelectric buzzers are more widely used 
 In terms of the scope of use, this kind of buzzer can be used in the following 

products, such as gas alarm, burglar alarm, speed alarm, navigator, car audio and car 

equipment, but also can be used in various household appliances, such as air 

conditioning, microwave oven, microcomputer control, toys, and teaching appliances. 
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2. It can make more sounds 
Because the piezoelectric buzzer is controlled by electronic circuits, it can produce a 

variety of pleasant sounds and analog sound, intermittent sound. Pure timbre not 

easily covered by noise. 

3. It saves power 

           Piezoelectric buzzer is driven by voltage, so the current consumption is  

           20mA not more than 100mA 

 

 

 

 
 Fig-5.26 

5.52 BATTERIES 

This is general 9v Battery for all your project and application needs. Whether you 
need a new battery for your applications like a Flashlight, Portable Phone Charger, Wireless 
doorbell, Wireless audio transmitter-receiver systems or your kid‘s toys, etc. or even if you 

are looking for a long-lasting, reliable option for your sensor devices like a smoke detector, 
everyone needs a good 9-volt battery every once in a while. It‘s also a great idea to keep extra 
9 volt batteries around in case of an emergency. That‘s why we‘ve found one of the best 9-
volt batteries available. 

Batteries are used either as sole or as backup power for residential smoke detectors. 
Mains-operated detectors have disposable or rechargeable batteries; others run only on 9-volt 
disposable batteries. When the battery is exhausted a battery-only smoke detector becomes 
inactive; most smoke detectors chirp repeatedly if the battery is low. It has been found that 
battery-powered smoke detectors in many houses have dead batteries. It has been estimated 
that in the UK over 30% of smoke alarms may have dead or removed batteries. In response 
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public information campaigns have been created to remind people to change smoke detector 
batteries regularly. In Australia, for example, a public information campaign suggests that 
smoke alarm batteries should be replaced on April Fools' Day every year. In regions using 
daylight saving time, campaigns may suggest that people change their batteries when they 
change their clocks or on a birthday. 

Some mains-powered detectors are fitted with a non-rechargeable lithium battery for 
backup with a life of typically ten years, after which it is recommended that the detector be 
replaced. User-replaceable disposable 9-volt lithium batteries, which last at least twice as 
long as alkaline batteries are available.  

The US National Fire Protection Association recommends that home-owners replace 
smoke detector batteries with a new battery at least once per year, when it starts chirping (a 
signal that the battery is low), or when it fails a test, which the NFPA recommends to be 
carried out at least once per month by pressing the "test" button on the alarm. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
             
 
 
 
 
            
 
 

                         Fig-5.27 
 
5.53 Safety Precautions 

Avoid short-Circuit the battery terminals. 

Do not put it beside the high-temperature condition. 

Don‘t throw it into the fire or Water after use 

Features 

 Constant 9V Output till lasts. 

 Metal Jacket Body. 

 Good Built Quality and hence Leak proof. 

 Easy to install and Replace. 

 Corrosion frees Connector Point for long-term use. 

 0% Mercury and Cadmium. Environment-friendly OEM Compatible. 
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5.54 Advantages of batteries 

 In a traditional solar power setup, you‘d normally have the solar panels on your roof 

and your home backed up to the grid. This means that if you‘re not producing enough 

energy from your own solar panels, you‘ll still have power fed to your home from the 

grid. On the other hand, if you make more power than you consume, you‘ll generally 

be able to sell the excess back to the grid, meaning your electricity bills will 

sometimes be credited or discounted. 

  However these fees in selling back to the grid have changed quite substantially over 

the years and can change at any time. Depending on your location, you may find the 

sell-back rate varies from another area, which doesn‘t seem fair at all. It‘s the same 

sun after all, isn‘t it? Residential battery storage means that you can control and store 

all of your excess power. If you have a solar panel system that‘s giving you more 

power than what you need to use, you can use these batteries. 

 This is especially useful if you live in an area where your local grid power can 

sometimes be unstable, or if your area has encountered natural conditions that have 

left the power down for a few hours or days. Food will go off if you don‘t have 

sufficient cooling coming from your fridge, and of course you‘re left with a very 

inconvenient wait while your power supply is back up and running. If you have solar 

panels you may be able to survive until your power runs out and the grid takes over. 

However if the grid is down then you‘re left with no power once again. Having the 

battery backup means that in a time when all power isn‘t working or available, as long 

as there is power left in your batteries you can continue using your home‘s electricity.  

 Get power even with no grid connection there are some areas in rural Australia where 

there may not be access to a grid connection. 

 Reduce your carbon footprint removing your home completely off the grid and 

making it self-sufficient is a great way to reduce your carbon footprint. It used to be 

seen that ‗being green‘ was not a reliable way of making your way through your day, 

especially if it came to energy sources. Newer technologies and tried and tested 

products have now meant that greener options like the battery backup system to your 

solar power are both earth-friendly while still being reliable. 
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5.55 SNAP CONNECTORS 

The Snap connector is for connecting 9V Batteries. This is a T-

type connector which means the wires are perpendicular to the batteries. This can be used 

with many projects connecting to 9V Battery source that allows portability without the power 

outlets and cables holding you back! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig-5.28 

Features 

 Excellent material. 

 Fine workmanship. 

 It is an environmental 9V battery buckle. 

 T- Fonts, with red and black connecting lines. 

 Save power and protect the environment. 

 Good electrical conductivity and comfortable sense of touch. 

5.56 LED LIGHTS 
A light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor light source that emits light when 

current flows through it. Electrons in the semiconductor recombine with electron holes, 

releasing energy in the form of photons. The color of the light (corresponding to the energy 

of the photons) is determined by the energy required for electrons to cross the band gap of the 

semiconductor. White light is obtained by using multiple semiconductors or a layer of light-

emitting phosphor on the semiconductor device. 
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Fig-5.29 

Appearing as practical electronic components in 1962,the earliest LEDs emitted low-

intensity infrared light. Infrared LEDs are used in remote-control circuits, such as those used 

with a wide variety of consumer electronics. The first visible-light LEDs were of low 

intensity and limited to red. Modern LEDs are available across the visible, ultraviolet, 

and infrared wavelengths, with high light output. 

Early LEDs were often used as indicator lamps, replacing small incandescent bulbs, 

and in seven-segment displays. Recent developments have produced high-output white light 

LEDs suitable for room and outdoor area lighting. LEDs have led to new displays and 

sensors, while their high switching rates are useful in advanced communications technology. 

LEDs have many advantages over incandescent light sources, including lower energy 

consumption, longer lifetime, improved physical robustness, smaller size, and faster 

switching. LEDs are used in applications as diverse as aviation lighting, automotive adlamps, 

advertising, general lighting, traffic signals, camera flashes, lighted wallpaper, horticultural 

grow lights, and medical devices. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig-5.30 
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Light-emitting diode (LED) 
The current in an LED or other diodes rises exponentially with the applied voltage 

(see Shockley diode equation), so a small change in voltage can cause a large change in 

current. Current through the LED must be regulated by an external circuit such as a constant 

current source to prevent damage. Since most common power supplies are (nearly) constant-

voltage sources, LED fixtures must include a power converter, or at least a current-limiting 

resistor. In some applications, the internal resistance of small batteries is sufficient to keep 

current within the LED rating. 

More Light, Less Heat 
Light-emitting diodes (LED) are semiconductors. As electrons pass through this type 

of semiconductor, it turns into light. Compared to incandescent and CFL bulbs, LED lights 

are more efficient at turning energy into light. Therefore, less of the energy radiates from the 

bulb as heat. This is why LED bulbs are cooler during operation than incandescent and CFL 

bulbs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5.31 

Features of led 

1) Environmentally Friendly 

LED lighting is non-toxic and contains no mercury, lead or cadmium, and is recyclable 

2) Energy Efficient 

Immediate reduction of power consumption from much lower wattage requirements = lower 

utility bills. 

3) Maintenance & Safety 

Reduced recycling costs required to dispose of hazardous bulbs and ballast. Better color 

rendering for security cameras compared to low-pressure sodium lighting. 
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4) Durable Quality 
LEDs are extremely durable and built with sturdy components that are highly rugged and can 
withstand even the roughest conditions. 

5) Design Flexibility 
Individual LEDs can be dimmed, resulting in a dynamic control of light, color and 
distribution. 

6) Save Money, Use LED Lighting 
Over the lifetime of one LED light, you will save $265 or more on your electricity cost alone. 
Image the savings if every light in your home was an LED light 

5.57 RESISTOR CONNECTORS 

A resistor is a passive two-terminal electrical component that pelmets electrical 

resistance as a circuit element. In electronic circuits, resistors are used to reduce current flow, 

adjust signal levels, to divide voltages, bias active elements, and terminate transmission lines, 

among other uses. High-power resistors that can dissipate many watts of electrical power as 

heat may be used as part of motor controls, in power distribution systems, or as test loads 

for generators. Fixed resistors have resistances that only change slightly with temperature, 

time or operating voltage. Variable resistors can be used to adjust circuit elements (such as a 

volume control or a lamp dimmer), or as sensing devices for heat, light, humidity, force, or 

chemical activity. 

Resistors are common elements of electrical networks and electronic circuits and are 

ubiquitous in electronic equipment. Practical resistors as discrete components can be 

composed of various compounds and forms. Resistors are also implemented within circuits. 

The electrical function of a resistor is specified by its resistance: common commercial 

resistors are manufactured over a range of more than nine orders of magnitude. The nominal 

value of the resistance falls within the manufacturing tolerance, indicated on the component. 

 

 
Fig-5.32 
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5.58 Advantages of connection of resistors 
 To control the current in a circuit, series connection is useful. On connecting the 

resistors in series the total circuit resistance increases and thus the current decreases. 

 Damage of electrical appliance and short circuit can be prevented by connecting the 

fuse in series with the mains as well as the electrical appliance. 

 Resistors are very cheap. Hence, it is easy to replace them. Resistors do not depend on 

the external source of voltage. Hence, external voltage or energy is not needed for 

operating the resistors. 

5.59 Factors of resistors 

 The type of material of which the resistor is made. 

 The length of the resistor. 

 The thickness of the resistor. 

 The temperature of the conductor. 
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6. Conclusion 

                 Overall the project was successful. The milestones and deliverables were done on 

time and within the schedule of the original Gantt chart. The performance of the project met 

the original technical problem, which was to build a circuit that would sound an alarm when 

the heat in the atmosphere reaches a hazardous temperature. Also the project was well under 

the overall project cost projected, making the project a good product since the application 

was successfully demonstrated and the circuit price was reasonable. 

             Firefighters are sworn to protect and serve the people in their community. Home 

safety visits are a powerful and effective tool to protect and serve. When you respond to a fire 

and the people are waiting for you outside, they are safe and you and the other firefighters are 

safer too. Remember, every home you go into represents a family that potentially could be 

saved from injury or death from a fire or accident. Understand that each home safety visit is 

unique and will require you to address issues that are particular to the residents‘ needs. When 

you leave a home, make sure that you left it equipped with the tools needed for that family to 

effectively reduce the likelihood of a fire or fire injury. And remember to take all your trash 

with you. Residents really appreciate this. Take the empty smoke alarm boxes, leaving the 

instruction manual with the residents. There have been rare reports of residents attempting to 

return smoke alarms in the original packaging for a refund. 

             Smoke detectors are great because they save lives. You should place a smoke 

detector at least 6 to 12 inches away from a wall. Smoke detectors should always be in a 

house or an apartment. There are different shapes of smoke detectors, but the ones that are a 

circle shape are those that are in most homes. There are also smoke detectors shaped as noses, 

to smell for smoke. There should be at least 2 or 3 smoke detectors in your home. You should 

install a smoke detector on every floor of a house. Always have a smoke detector in your 

home for your own safety. 

                The main objective of this project has been to design a circuit that detects smoke 

and consequently triggers an alarm. This objective was met since the systems works 

effectively. This system can be of great in domestic as well as industrial settings to detect 

smoke and alert people on an impending fire since smoke is a precursor for fire, instead of 

relying on heat/temperature sensors which sounds alarm when the fire has already started. 

This can go a long way in helping to save human life. This system can also be used to detect 

and deter smokers in areas where smoking is prohibited. The cost of implementing this 

system is relatively low since the components used are relatively cheap and are easily 
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available in the market. The single microcontroller can be used to interface several sensors 

with alarms located in different locations as long as more pins are freed for multiple inputs 

multiple outputs. 

This system comes with a power supply that can be directly plugged to the mains (240V AC) 

source and give the appropriate operating voltage. 

Human safety is a very crucial aspect in both domestic and industrial setting hence use of 

smoke sensors is inevitable in addition to other more sophisticated security systems. 

This system should be placed in a cool and dry place in order to ensure a longer life span. It 

should also be placed in a high place in the room and in the direction of the window where 

there is most likely to be the direction of the wind to facilitate the contact of the sensor with 

the smoke. The visual alarms should be positioned a few meters above the ground on an 

easily visible place. The audio alarm should be as well positioned in a place that its alarm can 

be easily heard. 

Lastly, the method of relaying the alarm remotely has not been explored in this project due to 

time constraint. GSM and GPS modules can be employed in this case to automatically send a 

message to a control room to notify operator on the presence of smoke and the exact location 

of smoke. 
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ABSTRACT  

The main aim of the project is to implement a simple method of detecting the 

obstacle by using an ultrasonic sensor that can detect an object with in a 

maximum range about 2 meters. As, blind people can’t see, they face many 

problems while doing their daily life routines. This project will help the blind 

people and people with vision related problems to live their life freely. The 

Smart Stick has several features that surely can help this kind of people to 

detect the obstacles in an easier manner. The user just need to use the stick 

which is embedded with Ultra sonic sensor used to detect the obstacles. This 

stick detects the objects which are in the way and gives response to the user 

through a beep sound with the help of Arduino. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Smart Stick 

 The smart blind stick for the blind as the name suggests is a device for the 
visually impaired to guide the user to respective destination and avoiding to collide 
with the obstacles.it uses two ultrasonic sensors HC SR 04 to detect the depth 
below or the obstacles in between.  

1.2 Introduction 

Nowadays, visually impaired person suffer from serious visual impairments 
preventing them from travelling independently. Accordingly, they need to use a 
wide range of tools and techniques to help them in their mobility. One of these 
techniques is orientation and mobility specialist who helps the visually impaired 
and blind people and trains them to move on their own independently and safely 
depending on their other remaining senses. Recently, many techniques have been 
developed to enhance the mobility of blind people that rely on signal processing 
and sensor technology. 

 According to the literature, the mainly classified into two major aspects: 
sonar input (infrared signals, or ultrasonic signals). The way these devices operate 
just like the radar system that uses ultrasonic fascicle or sonar to detect the 
obstacle of fixed and moving objects. The distance between the person and the 
obstacles is measured by the time of the wave travel. However, all existing systems 
inform the blind of the presence of an object at a specific distance in front of or 
near to him. Information about the object characteristics can create additional 
knowledge to enhance space manifestation and memory of the blind. To overcome 
the abovementioned limitations, this work offers a simple, efficient, configurable 
electronic guidance system for the blind and visually impaired persons to help 
them in their mobility regardless of where they are, outdoor or indoor. 

  The originality of the proposed system is that it utilizes an embedded vision 
system of three simple ultrasonic sensors and brings together all reflective signals 
in order to codify an obstacle through PIC microcontroller (Arduino Uno R3). 

 1.3 Objective 

 A. To develop a prototype hardware for modern blind stick. 

 B. To help the blind people navigate the route at their best. 
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C. To reduce the risk of injuries and lost for the visually impaired person. 

 D. To creating a suitable software for the visually impaired person. 

1.4 Problem Statement 

 a. Blind people can‘t easily recognize obstacles or stairs while using normal blind 

stick. 

b. No safety features on the normal blind stick. 

c. Can‘t locate the location of the normal blind stick user when they are having an 

emergency problem or lost in a public area. 

1.5 Significance of Project 

 To prevent and reduce the risk of injuries and lost of the visually impaired 
person. 

1.6 Scope of Project 

  Visual impaired person that having trouble to navigate. 

1.7 Overview 

The purpose of this project is to detecting the obstacle and route by using 
ultrasonic sensor that can detect a stair with maximum range about 2 meters. With 
our idea, we want to help this kind of people to live their life freely. This modern 
blind stick have a several feature that surely can help this blind people to navigate 
and detect an obstacle that surely can make their life routines easier. The user just 
need to use the blind the normal blind stick, the different is, visually impaired 
person can detect a stair more faster and easily.  

              1.8 IOT Definition 

The Internet of things is a system of interrelated computing devices, 
mechanical and digital machines are provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and 
the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or 
human-to-computer interaction. 

The definition of the Internet of things has evolved due to the convergence 
of multiple technologies, real-time analytics, machine learning, commodity 
sensors, and embedded systems. Traditional fields of embedded systems, wireless 
sensor networks, control systems, automation (including home and building 
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automation), and others all contribute to enabling the internet of things. In the 
consumer market, technology is most synonymous with products pertaining to the 
concept of the ―smart home‖, covering devices and appliances(such as lighting 

fixtures, thermostats, home security systems and cameras, and other home 
appliances) that support one or more common ecosystems, and can be controlled 
via devices associated with that ecosystem, such as smartphones and smart 
speakers. 

The Internet of things is an important part of the new generation of 
information technology. As the name suggests, ―the Internet of Things‖ are the 

things those connected to each other via the Internet. The Internet of things come 
into existence when multiple technologies, real-time analytics, machine learning, 
commodity sensors, and embedded systems came into existence. 

It has two parts, first, the core and foundation of the Internet of things is the 
Internet, which is a global network that connects millions of devices each other. 
For example, the Facebook social media hosted on the server of Facebook 
(company) servers but you can load and use it on your local smartphone or 
computer using the worldwide network called the Internet. Second is Things 
(object or devices) extends and extends to any item used to exchange and 
communicate using the Internet. Therefore, the definition of the Internet of Things 
is it a network of multiple devices such as Physical devices, home appliances, 
Vehicle and other embedded devices those communicate each other to connect and 
collect data using different mediums such as infrared sensor, radio frequency 
identification, laser scanner, global positioning system, and other information 
equipment.   

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.1 Internet of Things 
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  1.8.1 Examples of the Internet of things 

For example, Smart homes, this concept comes under the IOT with a sense 
of Home automation. As the IOT becomes more mature your all home appliances 
become enough smart those can save energy by automatically turning theme selves 
on or off when they are not it use. In the Medical world, different sensors used in 
different applications such as heart rate monitor to collect the data in order to 
analyze, research and monitor them to provide smart healthcare system. For 
example pacemakers, electronic wristbands, or advanced hearing aids. 

Another example: Suppose, in a hot day of the summer, you are coming back 
to your home from office but before reached; you want that your AC should get 
ON and start cooling the room. So, when you will reach you can easily relax. In 
this scenario, the AC is connected to the Internet and can control it remotely. 

 Applications: 

Internet of things applications promise to bring immense value into our lives. 
With newer wireless networks, superior sensors and revolutionary computing 
capabilities, the Internet of things could be the next frontier in the race for its share 
of the wallet. 

 Wearable‘s 
 Smart Home Applications 

 Health Care 
 Smart Cities 
 Agriculture 

 Industrial Automation 

              Transportation 
The IoT can assist in the integration of communications, control, and 

information processing across various Transportation systems. Application of the 
IoT extends to all aspects of transportation systems (i.e. the vehicle, the 
infrastructure, and the driver or user). Dynamic interaction between these 
components of a transport system enables inter- and intra-vehicular 
communication, smart traffic control, smart parking, electronic toll collection 
systems, logistics and fleet management, vehicle control, safety, and road 
assistance. 

Manufacturing 

The IoT can connect various manufacturing devices equipped with sensing, 
identification, processing, communication, actuation, and networking 
capabilities. Network control and management of manufacturing equipment, asset 
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and situation management, or manufacturing process control allow IoT to be used 
for industrial applications and smart manufacturing. IoT intelligent systems enable 
rapid manufacturing and optimization of new products, and rapid response to 
product demands. 
Digital control systems to automate process controls, operator tools and service 
information systems to optimize plant safety and security are within the purview of 
the IoT. IoT can also be applied to asset management via predictive maintenance, 
statistical evaluation and measurements to maximize reliability. Industrial 
management systems can be integrated with smart grids, enabling energy 
optimization. Measurements, automated controls, plant optimization, health and 
safety management, and other functions are provided by networked sensors. 

In addition to general manufacturing, IoT is also used for processes in the 
industrialization of construction. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Currently there are thousands of blind people all over the globe. These 
include people from low sight-seeing to complete lost of visual. They find it very 
difficult while crossing the road or reaching to their respective destination with the 
help any other individual. The traditional stick cannot help to detect the obstacles 
in front in the way. It is outdated. Hence there is a need to update it using today‘s 

technology. 

             The Technology 

The smart stick for the blind as the name suggests is a device for the 
visually impaired to guide the user to respective destination and avoiding to collide 
with the obstacles. It uses two ultrasonic sensors HC SR04 to detect the depth 
below or the obstacles in between. Along with that it uses Arduino as the main 
controller. 

2.1 Smart Walking Stick Using Ultrasonic Sensors and Arduino. 

In this Smart stick there is a sensor which senses the walls from 1 or 
half meter range then this stick makes buzz sound. This Smart Stick warns the 
blind person that there is an obstacle or wall in-front of him/her. Then that 
person will be warned from wall. 

The main objective of the project is to help blind people to walk with 
ease and to be warned whenever their walking path is obstructed with a stair. 
As a warning signal via buzzer, whose frequency of beep changes according to 
the distance of the object. The closer the distance of obstruction, the more will 
be the buzzer beep frequency. 

 2.2 Radio frequency identification (RFID) Tags. 

RFID tags are a type of tracking system that uses radio frequency to search, 
identify, track, and communicate with items and people. Essentially, RFID tags are 
smart labels that can store a range of information from serial numbers, to a short 
description, and even pages of data. Some RFID tags include cryptographic 
security features for a high level of verification and authentication. RFID tags are 
usually identified by their radio frequencies: low frequency (LF), high frequency 
(HF), and ultra-high frequency (UHF). 

RFID tags contain an integrated circuit and antenna which transmit data to the 
RFID reader (also called an interrogator). The reader then converts the radio waves 
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to a more usable from of data. Information collected from the tags is then 
transferred through a communications interface to a host computer system, where 
the data can be stored in a database and analyzed at a later time. 

The most common use of RFID tags is in identification badges for access control. 
The badge only needs to be held close to the reader to authenticate the holder. 

 LF systems have a range between 30 and 300 KHz and a read range up to 10 
cm. These systems are more frequently used in applications like access control and 
livestock monitoring. 
 

 HF systems have a range between 3 and 30 MHz and a read range from 10 cm to 1 
m (3 ft). These systems are commonly used for electronic tickets, payments, or 
user experience applications. 
 

 UHF systems have a range between 300 MHz and 3 GHz and a read range up to 12 
m (39 ft). These are the systems most commonly used in retail inventory tracking, 
parking garages, door access, and asset management. 

        2.2.1 Passive vs. Active RFID Tags 

There are two types of RFID tags — passive and active. Passive RFID tags 
are the most common; they do not require a direct line of sight to a reader but do 
have a much shorter read range, and are smaller in size and lightweight. 

        2.2.2 Passive RFID tags are ideal for: 
 

 Supply chain and inventory management 

 Asset and personnel tracking 

 Logistics 

 Industrial and manufacturing 

 Brand protection and anti-counterfeiting 

 Real-time location systems (RTLS) using 3D orientation insensitive design 

 Gate and perimeter access control 

 Pharmaceutical and healthcare 

 Entertainment and travel 
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 Apparel and retail 

Active RFID Tags are less common and require their own transmitter and 
power source. These tags tend to be bulkier, rugged, durable, and more expensive. 
An example of an active RFID tag is a beacon used for RTLS, constant medical 
monitoring, or theme park attendance. 

 2.2.3 Relation between RFID and IOT 
  

In simple words, the relation between RFID and IOT can be defined and 
formed if we connect RFID tags to our daily life products, then they will get 
ambient intelligence and can be identified or monitored through a computing 
device. Moreover, the establishment of specific communication protocol in RFID 
technology empowers the RFID readers to transfer RF signals to any device. 
We can conclude from the above definition that RFID technology is the base of 
IOT architecture and all the objects or things could become part of IOT 
infrastructure through RFID technology enabler. 
To simply put, the power of passive RFID tag can connect any type of object, 
asset, thing to Internet and allow them to communicate with each other. 

Difference between RFID and IOT sensors:  

  Radio frequency identification tag is a wireless (contactless) 
communication technology for communication between a tag and a reader. RFID 
is most often used with passive tags over a few meters‘ range. Internet of things 
sensors can be either active or passive and they usually have a range of up to a few 
kilometers.  

Radio frequency identification system (RFID) is an automatic technology 
and aids machines or computers to identify objects, record metadata or control 
individual target through radio waves. Connecting RFID reader to the terminal of 
Internet, the readers can identify, track and monitor the objects attached with tags 
globally, automatically, and in real time, if needed. This is the so-called Internet of 
Things (IoT). RFID is often seen as a prerequisite for the IoT.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

In this smart stick there is a sensor which senses the walls from 1 or half 
meter range than this stick makes buzzer sound. This smart stick warns the blind 
person that there is a wall in front of him/her. Than that person will be warned 
from the wall. 

 

3.1 Concept behind Smart Stick using Arduino 
 
The main concept behind the Smart Stick using Arduino project is object 

Detection. I have already used Ultrasonic Sensor in Object Avoiding Robot, where 
upon detecting an object, the Robot will change its course of direction. A similar 
methodology is implemented here, where the ultrasonic sensor is placed on the 
bottom of the Stick and when the sensor detects any object, than this stick makes 
buzzer sound.  
 

3.2 Build a Smart Stick using Arduino 
 
Now, let me take you through the actual step and build process of the Smart 

Stick using Arduino. 
 
Steps to make this project 
 

 Take Arduino UNO, Buzzer, Ultrasonic sensor, battery, jumper wires and a 
wooden stick or a plastic pipe. 

 Take stick and place ultrasonic sensor on it. Connect the jumper wires on it. 
 Then place Buzzer on the stick. Connect the jumper wires to buzzer. 
 Do connections from circuit diagram. 
 Place the Arduino UNO, Battery  on the stick. 
 Upload the code  
 After uploading the code, now check for the Blind stick. 
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3.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Circuit Diagram: 

         The following image shows the circuit diagram of the Smart Stick using 
Arduino. It is a very simple design as the project involves only two components 
other than Arduino. 

 

Fig 3.1 Circuit Diagram 

 

 

Microcontroller 

Arduino UNO 

Power 
supply 
(9V) 

Battery) 

Alarm 
unit: 

Buzzer 

Obstacle and Dangerous Detection 
Ultrasonic sensor 
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3.5 Flow Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.6 Hardware Requirements  

1. Arduino UNO R3 
 2. Buzzer 
3. Ultrasonic Sensor 
4. Jumper Wires 
5. Battery 9V 
 
3.6.1 Arduino UNO R3 
 
         The Arduino UNO is the best board to get started with electronics and 
coding. If this is your first experience tinkering with the platform, the UNO is the 
most robust board you can start playing with. The UNO is the most used and 
documented board of the whole Arduino family. 

End 

Buy the components 

Attach to the stick 

Connect all the 

components 

Make a 

software/Program 

Start 
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Fig 3.2 Arduino UNO 
 
          Arduino UNO R3 is a microcontroller board based on a removable, dual-
inline-package (DIP) ATmega328P AVR microcontroller. It has 14 digital 
input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 
MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header and a 
reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply 
connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter 
or battery to get started. You can tinker with your UNO without worrying too 
much about doing something wrong, worst case scenario you can replace the chip 
for a few dollars and start over again. The Arduino has an extensive support 
community, which makes it a very easy way to get started working with embedded 
electronics. The R3 is the third and latest revision of the Arduino UNO. 
 
General Specifications 
 

 LED: There is a built-in LED driven by digital pin 13. When the pin is high value, 
the LED is on, when the pin is low, it is off. 

 VIN: The input voltage to the Arduino board when it is using an external power 
source (as opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated power 
source). You can supply voltage through this pin, or if supplying voltage via the 
power jack, access it through this pin. 

 5V: This pin outputs a regulated 5V from the regulator on the board. The board 
can be supplied with power either from the DC power jack(7-20V), the USB 
connector (5V), or the VIN pin of the board (7-20V). Supplying voltage via the 5V 
or 3.3V pins bypasses the regulator, and can damage the board. 
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3.6.2 Buzzer 

 
Fig 3.3 Buzzer 

 
A buzzer is a small yet efficient component to ad sound features to our 

project/system. It is very small and compact 2-pin structure hence can be easily 
used on breadboard, Perf Board and even on PCB which makes this a widely used 
component in most electronic applications. This Buzzer can be used by simply 
powering it using DC power supply ranging from 4V to 9V. A simple 9V battery 
can also be used, but it is recommended to use a regulated +5V or +6V DC supply. 
 
Buzzer Features and Specifications: 
 

 Rated Voltage: 6V DC. 
 Operating Voltage: 4-9V DC. 
 Rated current: <30mA. 

 Sound Type: Continuous Beep. 
 Resonant Frequency:  2300HZ. 

 Small and neat sealed package. 
 Breadboard and Perf board friendly.  

 
3.6.3. Ultrasonic Sensor 
 

 
Fig 3.4 Ultrasonic Sensor 
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The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor uses SONAR to determine the distance of 

an object just like the bats do. It offers excellent non-contact range detection with 
high accuracy and stable readings in an easy-to-use package from 2 cm to 400 cm 
or 1‖ to 13 feet. The operation is not affected by sunlight or black material, 
although acoustically, soft materials like cloth can be difficult to detect. It comes 
complete with ultrasonic transmitter and receiver module. 

Ultrasonic Sensors also known as transceivers when they both send and 
receive work on a principle similar to radar or sonar which evaluate attributes of a 
target by interpreting the echoes from radio or sound waves respectively. 
Ultrasonic sensors generate high frequency sound waves and evaluate the echo 
which is received back by the sensor. Sensors calculate the time interval between 
sending the signal and receiving the echo to determine the distance to an object. 
 
 Specifications: 
 
Power Supply: +5V DC 
 Quiescent Current: <2mA 
Working Current: 15mA 
Effectual Current: <15° 
Ranging Distance: 2cm-400 cm/1‖ -13ft 
Resolution: 0.3 cm 
Measuring Angles: 30 degree 
Trigger Input Pulse width: 10uS 
Dimension: 45mm x 20mm x 15mm 
 
3.6.4 Jumper Wires 

 

                       

 
Fig 3.5 Jumper Wires 
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A jump wire (also known as jumper, jumper wire, DuPont wire) is an electrical 
wire, or group of them in a cable, with a connector or pin at each end (or 
sometimes without them – simply "tinned"), which is normally used to 
interconnect the components of a breadboard or other prototype or test circuit, 
internally or with other equipment or components, without soldering. 

Individual jump wires are fitted by inserting their "end connectors" into the 
slots provided in a breadboard, the header connecter of a circuit board, or a piece 
of test equipment. 
         There are different types of jumper wires. Some have the same type of 
electrical connector at both ends, while others have different connectors. 

 
 3.6.5. Battery 9V 

 
 

Fig 3.6 Battery 
 

A nine-volt battery, either disposable or rechargeable, is usually used 
in smoke alarms, smoke detectors, walkie-talkies, transistor radios, test and 
instrumentation devices, medical batteries, LCD displays, and other small portable 
appliances. 

When a battery is supplying power , its positive terminal is the cathode and 
its negative terminal is the anode. The terminal marked negative is the source of 
electrons that will flow through an external electric circuit to the positive terminal. 
When a battery is connected to an external electric load, a redox reaction converts 
high energy reactants to lower energy products, and the free energy difference is 
delivered to the external circuit as electrical energy.  

Historically the term ―battery‖ specifically referred to a device composed of 

multiple cells, however the usage has evolved to include devices composed of a 
single cell. 
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 CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Several solutions for waste management equipped with IOT facilities have 

been proposed and invented in the literature to help solid based management 
authorities improve the quality of service delivery. 
 

4.1 Hardware Requirements 
1. Arduino UNO R3 
 2. Buzzer 
3. Ultrasonic Sensor 
4. Jumper Wires 
5. Battery 9V 
 
ARDUINO UNO 
 
 

 
 

Fig 4.1 Arduino Uno board 

The ArduinoUno is an open-source microcontroller board based on the 
Microchip ATmega328P microcontroller and developed by Arduino.cc. The board 
is equipped with sets of digital and analog input/output (I/O) pins that may be 
interfaced to various expansion boards (shields) and other circuits. The board has 
14 digital I/O pins (six capable of PWM output), 6 analog I/O pins, and is 
programmable with the Arduino IDE (Integrated Development Environment), via a 
type B USB cable. It can be powered by the USB cable or by an external 9-volt 
battery, though it accepts voltages between 7 and 20 volts. It is similar to the 
Arduino Nano and Leonardo. The hardware reference design is distributed under a 
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Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 2.5 license and is available on the 
Arduino website. Layout and production files for some versions of the hardware 
are also available. 

 The word "Uno" means "one" in Italian and was chosen to mark the initial 
release of Arduino Software. The Uno board is the first in a series of USB-based 
Arduino boards. it and version 1.0 of the Arduino IDE were the reference versions 
of Arduino, which have now evolved to newer releases.[4] The ATmega328 on the 
board comes preprogrammed with a boot loader that allows uploading new code to 
it without the use of an external hardware programmer. 

 While the Uno communicates using the original STK500 protocol, it differs 
from all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver 
chip. Instead, it uses the Atmega16U2 (Atmega8U2 up to version R2) programmed 
as a USB-to-serial converter. 

              Overview of the Arduino Uno components 

Looking at the board from the top down, this is an outline of what you 
will see (parts of the board you might interact with in the course of normal use 
are highlighted): 

 

 

 

 

Starting clockwise from the top center: 

 Analog Reference pin (orange) 
 Digital Ground (light green) 
 Digital Pins 2-13 (green) 
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 Digital Pins 0-1/Serial In/Out - TX/RX (dark green) - These pins cannot be used 
for digital I/O (digital Read and digital Write) if you are also using serial 
communication (e.g. Serial. Begin). 

 Reset Button - S1 (dark blue) 
 In-circuit Serial Programmer (blue-green) 
 Analog In Pins 0-5 (light blue) 
 Power and Ground Pins (power: orange, grounds: light orange) 
 External Power Supply In (9-12VDC) - X1 (pink) 
 Toggles External Power and USB Power (place jumper on two pins closest to 

desired supply) - SV1 (purple) 
 USB (used for uploading sketches to the board and for serial communication 

between the board and the computer; can be used to power the board) (yellow) 

Microcontroller 

ATmega328p (used on most recent boards) 

 Digital I/O Pins: 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 
 Analog Input Pins: 6 (DIP) or 8 (SMD) 
 DC Current per I/O Pin: 40 mA 
 Flash Memory: 32 KB 
 SRAM: 2 KB 
 EEPROM: 1KB 

ATmega168 (used on most Arduino Decimal and early Duemilanove) 

 Digital I/O Pins: 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 
 Analog Input Pins: 6 (DIP) or 8 (SMD) 
 DC Current per I/O Pin: 40 mA 
 Flash Memory 16 KB: 
 SRAM: 1 KB 
 EEPROM: 512 bytes 

ATmega8 (used on some older board) 

 Digital I/O Pins: 14 (of which 3 provide PWM output) 
 Analog Input Pins: 6 
 DC Current per I/O Pin: 40 mA 
 Flash Memory: 8 KB 
 SRAM: 1 KB 
 EEPROM: 512 bytes 
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Digital Pins 

In addition to the specific functions listed below, the digital pins on an Arduino 
board can be used for general purpose input and output via the Pin mode(), 
digital read(),and digital write() commands. Each pin has an internal pull-up 
resistor which can be turned on and off using digital Write() (w/ a value of HIGH 
or LOW, respectively) when the pin is configured as an input. The maximum 
current per pin is 40 mA. 

 Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial 
data. On the Arduino Decimal, these pins are connected to the corresponding pins 
of the FTDI USB-to-TTL Serial chip. On the Arduino BT, they are connected to 
the corresponding pins of the WT11 Bluetooth® module. On the Arduino Mini and 
Lily Pad Arduino, they are intended for use with an external TTL serial module 
(e.g. the Mini-USB Adapter). 

 External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt on 
a low value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the attach 
Interrupt() function for details. 

 PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analog 
Write() function. On boards with an ATmega8, PWM output is available only on 
pins 9, 10, and 11. 

 BT Reset: 7. (Arduino BT-only) Connected to the reset line of the Bluetooth® 
module. 

 SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI 
communication, which, although provided by the underlying hardware, is not 
currently included in the Arduino language. 

 LED: 13. On the Decimal and Lily Pad, there is a built-in LED connected to digital 
pin 13. When the pin is HIGH value, the LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off. 

Analog Pins 

In addition to the specific functions listed below, the analog input pins support 
10-bit analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) using the analog Read function. Most 
of the analog inputs can also be used as digital pins: analog input 0 as digital pin 
14 through analog input 5 as digital pin 19. Analog inputs 6 and 7 (present on the 
Mini and BT) cannot be used as digital pins. 

 I2C: 4 (SDA) and 5 (SCL). Support I2C (TWI) communication using 
the wire library (documentation on the Wiring website). 
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Power pins 

 VIN (sometimes labeled "9V"). The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's 
using an external power source (as opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or 
other regulated power source). You can supply voltage through this pin, or, if 
supplying voltage via the power jack, access it through this pin. Note that different 
boards accept different input voltages ranges, please see the documentation for 
your board. Also note that the Lily Pad has no VIN pin and accepts only a 
regulated input. 

 5V. The regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other 
components on the board. This can come either from VIN via an on-board 
regulator, or be supplied by USB or another regulated 5V supply. 

 3V3. (Decimal-only) A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board FTDI chip. 
 GND. Ground pins. 

Other pins 

 AREF. Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with . 

 Reset. (Decimal-only) Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically 
used to add a reset button to shields which block the one on the board. 

BUZZER 

 

Fig 4.2 Buzzer 

A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device, which may be mechanical, 
electromechanical, or piezoelectric (piezo for short). Typical uses of buzzer and 
beepers include alarm devices, timers, train and confirmation of user input such as 
a mouse click or keystroke.  

Electromechanical 

Early devices were based on an electromechanical system identical to an 
electric bell without the metal gong. Similarly, a relay may be connected to 
interrupt its own actuating current, causing the contacts to buzz(the contacts buzz 
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at line frequency if powered by alternating current )often these units were anchored 
to a wall or ceiling to use it as a sounding board. The word ―buzzer‖ comes from 

the rasping noise that electromechanical buzzers made. 

Mechanical 

A joy buzzer is an example of a purely mechanical buzzer and they require 
drivers. Other examples of them are doorbells. 

Piezoelectric 

A piezoelectric element may be driven by an oscillating electronic circuit 
or other audio signal source, driven with a piezoelectric audio amplifier. Sounds 
commonly used to indicate that a button has been pressed are a click, a ring or a 
beep. 

A piezoelectric buzzer/beeper also depends on acoustic cavity resonance to 
produce an audible beep. 

Ultrasonic Sensor 

 

 

Fig 4.3 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 
Ultrasonic Sensors also known as transceivers when they both send and 

receive work on a principle similar to radar or sonar which evaluate attributes of a 
target by interpreting the echoes from radio or sound waves respectively. 
Ultrasonic sensors generate high frequency sound waves and evaluate the echo 
which is received back by the sensor. Sensors calculate the time interval between 
sending the signal and receiving the echo to determine the distance to an object. 
This technology can be used for measuring: wind speed and direction 
(anemometer), fullness of a tank and speed through air or water. For measuring 
speed or direction a device uses multiple detectors and calculates the speed from 
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the relative distances to particulates in the air or water. To measure the amount of 
liquid in a tank, the sensor measures the distance to the surface of the fluid. Further 
applications include: humidifiers, sonar, medical ultrasonography, burglar alarms 
and non-destructive testing. Systems typically use a transducer which generates 
sound waves in the ultrasonic range, above 18,000 hertz, by turning electrical 
energy into sound, then upon receiving the echo turn the sound waves into 
electrical energy which can be measured and displayed. The technology is limited 
by the shapes of surfaces and the density or consistency of the material. For 
example foam on the surface of a fluid in a tank could distort a reading. 

 HC-SR04 is an ultrasonic sensor mainly used to determine the distance of the 
target object. 

 It measures accurate distance using a non-contact technology. A technology that 
involves no physical contact between sensor and object. 

 Transmitter and receiver are two main parts of the sensor where former converts an 
electrical signal to ultrasonic waves while later converts that ultrasonic signal back 
to electrical signals. 

 These ultrasonic waves are nothing but sound signals that can be measured and 
displayed at the receiving end. 

 More accurate measurements occur when the object distance is centered to the 
center of the unit. 

 The minimum usable distance is 3 cm. 

      
   Jumper Wire  

Jumper wires are extremely handy components to have no hand, especially 
when prototyping. But when are they 
 

 
Fig 4.4 Jumper Wires colors 
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Jumper wires colors mean 
 

Though jumper wires come in a variety of colors, the colors don‘t actually 

mean anything. This means that a red jumper wire is technically the same as a 
black one. But the colors can be used to your advantage in order to differentiate 
between types of connections, such as ground or power. 
 
Types of Jumper Wires 
 

Jumper wires typically come in three versions: male-to-male, male-to-female 
and female-to-female. The difference between each is in the end point of the wire. 
Male ends have a pin protruding and can plug into things, while female ends do 
not and are used to plug things into. Male-to-male jumper wires are the most 
common and what you likely will use most often. When connecting two ports on a 
breadboard, a male-to-male wire is what you‘ll need. Jumper wires typically come 
in three versions: male-to-male, male-to-female, female-to-female. The difference 
between each is in the end point of the wire. Male ends have a pin protruding and 
can plug into things, while female ends do not and are used to plug things. 
 
Male-to-male jumper wire 
 

 
 

Fig 4.5 Male-to-Male Jumper Wires 
 

These are Jumper wire male to male, used in connecting female header pin 
of any development board (like Arduino) to other development board or 
breadboard. Also you can combine it with our Female jumper wire to create Male 
to Female jumper wire. 
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Male-to-Female jumper wires 
 

 
Fig 4.6 Male-to-Female Jumper Wires 

 
These are Jumper wire male to female, used in connecting female header pin 

of any development board (like Arduino) to other development board having male 
connector. 

 
Female-to-Female Jumper wires 

 
Fig 4.7 Female-to-Female Jumper Wires 

 
Jumper wires are small wire ducts that can be used to connect components 

to each other on bread boards or elsewhere. The female and female heads of this 
product, with plastic heads, can provide easier connection without need to 
soldering. 

There are different types of jumper wires. Some have the same type 
of electrical connector  at both ends, while others have different connectors. Some 
common connectors are: 
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Solid tips – are used to connect on/with a breadboard or female header 
connector. The arrangement of the elements and ease of insertion on a breadboard 
allows increasing the mounting density of both components and jump wires 
without fear of short-circuits. The jump wires vary in size and color to distinguish 
the different working signals. 

Crocodile tips – are used, among other applications, to temporarily bridge 
sensors, buttons and other elements of prototypes with components or equipment 
that have arbitrary connectors, wires, screw terminals etc. 

Banana Connectors – are commonly used on test equipment for DC and low-
frequency AC signals. 

Registered Jack (RJnn) – are commonly used in telephone (RJ11) and 
computer networking (RJ45). 

RCA connectors – are often used for audio, low-resolution composite video 
signals, or other low-frequency applications requiring a  shielded cable.. 

RF connectors –are used to carry radio frequency signals between circuits, 
test equipment, and antennas. 

RF jumper cables - Jumper cables is a smaller and more bendable corrugated 
cable which is used to connect antennas and other components to network cabling. 
Jumpers are also used in base stations to connect antennas to radio units. Usually 
the most bendable jumper cable diameter is 1/2" 

Battery 

 

 
 

Fig 4.8 Battery 
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A battery is an electrochemical cell (or enclosed and protected material) that 
can be charged electrically to provide a static potential for power or released 
electrical charge when needed. A battery consist of an anode, a cathode, and an 
electrolyte. 
A nine-volt battery, either disposable or rechargeable, is usually used in smoke 
alarms, smoke detectors, walkie-talkies, transistor radios, test and instrumentation 
devices, medical batteries, LCD displays, and other small portable appliances. 

When a battery is supplying power , its positive terminal is the cathode and 
its negative terminal is the anode. The terminal marked negative is the source of 
electrons that will flow through an external electric circuit to the positive terminal. 
When a battery is connected to an external electric load, a redox reaction converts 
high energy reactants to lower energy products, and the free energy difference is 
delivered to the external circuit as electrical energy.  

Historically the term ―battery‖ specifically referred to a device composed of 

multiple cells, however the usage has evolved to include devices composed of a 
single cell. 

Batteries have much lower specific energy (energy per unit mass) then 
common fuels such as gasoline. In automobiles, this is somewhat offset by the 
higher efficiency of electric motors in converting electrical energy to mechanical 
work, compared to combustion engines. 

 

Circuit diagram of Smart Stick 
Currently there are thousands of blind people all over the globe. These 

include people from low sightseeing to complete lost of visual. They find it very 
difficult while crossing the road or reaching to their respective destination with the 
help any other individual. The traditional stick cannot help to detect the obstacles 
in front or the potholes in the way. It is outdated. Hence there is a need to update it 
using today's technology. 

          

Fig 4.9 Implementation of Circuit Diagram 
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4.2 Discussion 
 

Based on the theory, Visual impaired person or also known as vision 
impairment or vision loss, is a decreased ability to see to a degree that causes 
problems not fixable by usual means, such as glasses some also include those who 
have a decreased ability to see because they do not have access to glasses or 
contact lenses. Visual impairment is often defined as a best corrected visual acuity 
of worse than either 20/40 or 20/60. The term blindness is used for complete or 
nearly complete vision loss.[6] Visual impairment may cause people difficulties 
with normal daily activities such as driving, reading, socializing, and walking.  

The most common causes of visual impairment globally are uncorrected 
refractive errors (43%), cataracts (33%), and glaucoma (2%). Refractive errors 
include nearsightedness, far-sightedness, presbyopia, and astigmatism. Cataracts 
are the most common cause of blindness. Other disorders that may cause visual 
problems include age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, corneal 
clouding, childhood blindness, and a number of infections.  

Visual impairment can also be caused by problems in the brain due to stroke, 
premature birth, or trauma among others. These cases are known as cortical visual 
impairment. Screening for vision problems in children may improve future vision 
and educational achievement. Screening adults without symptoms is of uncertain 
benefit. Diagnosis is by an eye exam. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 80% of visual 
impairment is either preventable or curable with treatment. This includes cataracts, 
the infections river blindness and trachoma, glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, 
uncorrected refractive errors, and some cases of childhood blindness. Many people 
with significant visual impairment benefit from vision rehabilitation, changes in 
their environment, and assistive devices. 

 As of 2015 there were 940 million people with some degree of vision loss. 
246 million had low vision and 39 million were blind. The majority of people with 
poor vision are in the developing world and are over the age of 50 years. Rates of 
visual impairment have decreased since the 1990s. Visual impairments have 
considerable economic costs both directly due to the cost of treatment and 
indirectly due to decreased ability to work. 
  The solution for visually impaired person to walking is by using ‗White 

Cane‘. A white cane is a device used by many people who are blind or visually 

impaired. A white cane primarily allows its user to scan their surroundings for 
obstacles or orientation marks, but is also helpful for onlookers in identifying the 
user as blind or visually impaired and taking appropriate care. The latter is the 
reason for the cane's white color, which in many jurisdictions is mandatory. 
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While the white cane is commonly accepted as a "symbol of blindness", 
different countries still have different rules concerning what constitutes a "cane for 
the blind". In the United Kingdom and also in Malaysia, the white cane indicates 
that the individual has a visual impairment but normal hearing; with red bands 
added, it indicates that the user is deaf blind. 

Many visually impaired people suffer from serious visual impairments 
preventing them from travelling independently. They need to use a wide range of 
tools and techniques to help them in their mobility. One of these techniques is 
orientation and mobility specialist who helps the visually impaired and blind 
people and trains them to move on their own independently and safely depending 
on their other remaining senses. 

 Nowadays, as a parent or guardian, we don‘t want our children or our care‘s 

get into trouble when walking at public or somewhere else. Vision loss has a 
significant impact on their lives for those who experience it as well as on their 
families, their friends, and society. The complete loss or the deterioration of 
existing eyesight can feel frightening and overwhelming, leaving those affected to 
wonder about their ability to maintain their independence, pay for needed medical 
care, retain employment, and provide for themselves and their families. It‘s a high 

risk to live in a lifetime. 
This product can be helpful to the visually impaired person. The Modern 

Blind Stick function is to help the visually impaired person walk more easier and 
more independent. Modern Blind Stick also can help this blind people to navigate 
routes and detect an obstacle that surely can make their life routines easier. The 
user just need to use the blind the normal blind stick , the different is , blind people 
can detect a hole or stair more faster and easily. 
 

4.3 Significance of the system 
The main advantage of the system is that it helps the blind people in both 

indoor and outdoor. The devices placed in the stick makes it comfortable and easy 
to handle. The smart stick helps in detecting obstacles placed at a distance in front 
of the user. The system is suitable for both indoor and outdoor environment. The 
information regarding obstacles is given through voice alerts, eliminates the 
difficulty of understanding vibration patterns which was used in earlier systems. 
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4.4 Code 
 
//defines pins numbers 
  const int trigPin=9; 
  const int echoPin=10; 
  const int buzzer=11; 
  const int ledPin=13; 
//defines variables 
   long duration; 
   int distance; 
   int safetyDistance;   
 
void setup(){ 
  pinMode(trigPin,OUTPUT); 
  //sets the trigp[in as an otput 
  pinMode(echoPin, INPUT); 
  //set the echopin as an input 
  pinMode(buzzer, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(ledPin,OUTPUT); 
  Serial.begin(9600);// 
// Starts the serial communication 
    
} 

 
void loop(){ 
  //Clears the trigPin 
  digitalWrite(trigPin,LOW); 
  delayMicroseconds(2); 
 
 //Sets the trigPin on HIGH 
 digitalWrite(trigPin,HIGH); 
 delayMicroseconds(10); 
 digitalWrite(trigPin,LOW); 
 
 //Reads the echoPin, 
// returns the sound wave travel time in microseconds 
 duration=pulseIn(echoPin,HIGH); 
    
// Calucalting the distance 
distance= 
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duration*0.034/2; 
 
safetyDistance=distance; 
if (safetyDistance <=5){ 
    digitalWrite(buzzer,HIGH); 
    digitalWrite(ledPin,HIGH); 
} 
else{ 
  digitalWrite(buzzer,LOW); 
  digitalWrite(ledPin,LOW); 
} 
 
// Prints the distance on the Serial monitor 
Serial.print("Distance:"); 
Serial.println(distance); 
} 
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4.5 Smart Stick 

 

 
 

Fig 4.10 Smart Stick 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION  

 
5.1 Conclusion 

In the end of this project, it can be concluded that this project can reduce the 
number of risk and injuries for the visually impaired person while walking in the 
public. This smart stick can be used easily. The number of risk and injuries 
increasing rapidly, the blind person will loos their spirit to walk independently.  

The Modern Blind Stick acts as a basic platform for the coming generation 
of more aiding devices to help the visually impaired to navigate safely both indoor 
and outdoor. It is effective and affordable. It leads to good results in detecting the 
obstacles on the path of the user in a range of two meters. Though the system is 
hard-wired with sensors and other components, it's light in weight. Further aspects 
of this system can be improved via wireless connectivity between the system 
components, thus, increasing the range of the ultrasonic sensor and implementing a 
technology for determining the speed of approaching obstacles. 
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